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Inleiding; vraagstelling

Bij brief van 19 maart 2011 heeft de Staatssecretaris van Veiligheid en Justitie

aangekondigd het kansspelbeleid te willen moderniseren. Eén van de aangekondigde

maatregelen is de regulering van online kansspelen (nu nog verboden). Op het

ministerie worden voorbereidingen getroffen om tot een wetsvoorstel voor online

kansspelen te komen. De Tweede Kamer volgt deze ontwikkelingen nauwlettend. De

bijzondere aandacht van de Kamer gaat onder andere uit naar het zogenaamde

"Belgische model".

Drie centrale onderdelen van dit model zijn:

a) een vergunning voor online kansspelen kan uitsluitend worden verleend aan

een vergunninghouder voor landbased kansspelen.
b) een dergelijke aanvullende vergunning kan alleen betrekking hebben op

dezelfde spelen als in de reeéle wereld

c) de servers waarop de gegevens en de website-inrichting worden beheerd

moeten zich in een permanente inrichting op Belgisch grondgebied bevinden.

Artikel 43/8, §1 van de wetgeving inzake kansspelen luidt:

"De Kansspelcommissie kan enkel een vergunninghouder klasse A, B of F1

maximaal een aanvullende vergunning A+, B+ of Fi+ toekennen voor het

uitbaten van kansspelen via informatiemaatschappij-instrumenten. De

aanvullende vergunning kan enkel betrekking hebben op de uitbating van

spelen van dezelfde aard als deze die in de reéle wereld aangeboden worden."

Het aantal Belgische vergunningen A (casino’s) is beperkt tot 9 vergunningen, het

aantal vergunningen B (speelautomatenhallen) tot 180 en het aantal vergunningen F1

(sportweddenschappen) tot 34 vergunningen. Er zijn anders dan in Nederland geen

exclusieve vergunningen.
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1.4 In de brief van de Staatssecretaris aan de Tweede Kamer van 20 juni 2011 is er op

gewezen dat “een dergelijke opzet van een vergunningstelsel voor online kansspelen

mogelijk in strijd met het Europese recht [is]”.1 In een motie van het lid Van

Toorenburg c.s. van 7 september jl. wordt opgeroepen tot een reguleringsmodel dat is

geinspireerd door het Belgisch model. De vraag naar de Europeesrechtelijke

houdbaarheid daarvan is daarom zeer actueel.
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1 Executive Summary
The introduction of gambling activities via the internet and other remote means of

communication has brought many changes to the regulation of gambling.

In order to establish effective social policies and to prevent illegal activities a regulatory and

compliance framework needs to be put in place to ensure that gambling opportunities offered

Via remote media are conducted in a fair, secure and transparent manner and that taxes are

collected just as they are for other forms of commercial activities.

In Europein 2017 Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Spain and

Schleswig Holstein all either adopted laws regulating remote gambling in their territory,
brought laws previously adopted into force or opened a licensing process. France, Italy, Malta

and the United Kingdom already had laws in force regulating this sector as did the terntories

of Gibraltar, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands of Alderney and Jersey.

The review we have been instructed to undertake of the regulatory and compliance provisions
applicable in Belgium, Denmark, France, the Isle of Man and the Geman state of Schleswig
Holstein covers a rather broad specttum in terms of the type of regulation of remote gambling
as well as the size of the jurisdiction.

lt should be noted that, although the type of regulation varies immensely between each of

these jurisdictions, the underlying objectives for regulation do not actually differ greatly from

onejurisdiction to another. The legislation governing the remote gambling sector in each of

these jurisdictions states in more or less similar terms that it seeks fo defer excessive or

pathological gambling, curb the illegal provision of gambling services and to protect the weak

and the vulnerable, including minor. Other common denominators are the desire of all of

these jurisdictions fo ensure the reliability of gambling operations vis-a-vis consumers and to

prevent fraud and criminal activities. On the other hand, the methods adopted to implement
these objectives differ greatly from one another.

lt is possible through a comparative approach of the regulatory systems of these junsdictions
to extrapolate several measures which it would be desirable to adopt in an onliné gambling
regulation framework.

Belgium

Of the jurisdictions reviewed, Belgium is the only one which ties all licenses to offer remote

gambling within its terntory to pre-existing licenses to operate bricks and mortar gambling
venues: specifically casinos, amusement arcades and betting shops. Belgium argues that

this is in order to protect consumers and “exercise control over games of chance and

gambling organisers".

Under the Belgian remote gambling licensing system a licensed casino operator would only
be permitted to provide onliné casino games but no online betting Similarly, a licensed

betting shop would only be pemnitted to provide online betting but no online casino.

However, it is our understanding that the additional license system is not being implemented
as originally foreseen with at least one land-Dased operator holding an amusement arcade

license launching a joint venture for the provision of poker online with the blessing of the

Belgian Gaming Commission.

We note in our review that having amended its gambling laws in 2010 in order to provide for

remote gambling to date Belgium has not yet published all of the provisions required to give
effect to the primary legislation. Important matters such as player registration and

identification, age verification, types of games offered and payment methods are all meant to

be regulated via secondary legislation but to date no decrees dealing with these issues have

been published. Nonetheless, it our understanding that such requirements are provided to

operators once they commence the licensing process.

Taxation vanes by region in Belgium. Currently remote gambling operations in Flanders and

Wallonia are liable fo pay tax at 11% of Gross Gaming Revenues and af 15% in Gross

Gaming Revenues.
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Given the relative recent entry into force of the Belgian regulatory regime and the persisting
lack of clarity on technical and operational standards required of licensees it remains to be

seen how this regime will work in the future.

Denmark

The coming into force of Denmark's Act on Gaming was delayed by a full calendar year due

to an investigation by the European Commission on whether a lower tax burden on remote

gambling than on traditional land-based gambling constituted state aid. The Competition
Directorate of the European Commission ruled that, while the lower taxation rate qualified as

State aid, the proposed policy was compatible with EU law and the Danish Gambling Authority
issued the first remote gambling licenses early in January 20712. The Danish Gambling
Authority (Spillemyndigheden) is an office within the Danish Ministry of Taxation

The policy pursued in the Act on Gaming is that, in order to capture the Danish gambling

public from operators licensed outside Denmark and offering their services there, the offer by
operators holding Danish license must be attractive and competitive enough. In that sense,

the gaming reform sought to redirect gaming demand to a controlled framework in order to

“prevent the negative social implications in society" that gambling can generate.

Denmark has introduced the possibility for an operator fulfilling a set of licensing critena to

obtain licenses allowing it to offer casino games, betting on sports and non-sports events

(either with fixed odds or pari-mutuel), and poker.

Lottery games, horse racing and dog racing remain under the monopoly of DanskeSpel.

Danish regulation allows Danish licensees to organize games where Danish customers play

against players located outside of Denmark. This is an especially important point for online

poker networks which require a critical mass of users in order for the network to be efficient.

The Danish licensed operators will have to pay duty on the part of the stake relating to Danish

customers.

Gambling tax on services offered to Danish customers is set af 20% of an operator's GGR

generated by Danish residents.

Denmark has prescribed by regulation a series of technical and operational requirements
aimed at combating fraud and money laundering as well as safeguarding minors and other

vulnerable members of society. Other measures such as the ring fencing of customer funds

are geared at protecting the interests of consumes.

Of particular note are also Denmark's provisions regarding exclusion of problem gamblers
and detailed rules on the types of offers which licensees are allowed to use in order to attract

new customers and to encourage existing customers to play more.

AS a general mle, the equipment used fo provide the remote gambling services should be

located within Denmark, but this is not an absolute requirement. An operator may be

pemitted by the Gambling Authority to locate the equipment outside of Denmark in certain

circumstances. In any event Danish law obliges a remote gambling licensee to have in place
a reporting mechanism consisting of (i) a server where data for all games must be stored and

which is accessible by the Gambling Authority online (SAFE") and (ii) a secunty system
which is aimed at ensuring that the data saved by the operator in its SAFE is not tampered
with.

These systems and the overall technical integrity of a licensee's system are required to be

certified by an authorised certification entity.

France

France regulated remote gambling in June 2070 following a process triggered in great part by
the European Commission's infingement proceedings against it, The nuance to the partial
liberalisation of the French remote gambling market was that it was a “controlled opening’.
French law itself states that one of its objectives is to ensure the balanced and equitable
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development of different types of gambling to avoid the economic destabilisation of the

economic sectors concerned.

Ofthe jurisdictions reviewed France is the only one which does not pennit private operators to

offer remote casino games (other than poker). The provision of games of chance the result of

which is randomly generated via remote media remains to date a prerogative of la Francaise
des Jeux (“FDJ").

Prior to the law of June 2070 FDJ enjoyed a monopoly, both offline and online, for sports-
betting and lotteries. Pari Mutuel Urbain (PMU") enjoyed an offline and onliné monopoly for

of-course horse-ace betting. Land-based casino operators were prohibited from operating in

the online environment.

The remote gambling products for which a private operator can obtain a license in France

provided all the statutory conditions are met are betting on sports (fixed odds and pari-
mutuel), poker (Texas Hold'Em and Omaha Poker cash and tournament formats) and horse

race betting (pari-mutuel only).

There are several restrictions in place in relation to sports betting: in relation to the type of

bets which can be placed but also with regards fo the events which those bets can be placed
on. In addition the maximum average payout rate for sports-betting operations is 65% of

Stakes.

Remote gambling tax liability in France is far higher than that in the other junsdictions
reviwed_ When factoring in tax, special contribution to social security and health care and to

the sports or to the racing industry the effective tax rate for remote sports betting activities is

9%, 14.4% for horse race betting and 2% for poker.

French regulation requires a remote gambling licensee to have a 'Front End' which collects

and archives transactions from the player towards the platform. The ‘Front End’ must be

located in France. A data storage device (“DSD") must also be located in France and specific

protocols are required to be put in place for transaction data to be stored in the DSD ina

manner that guarantees authenticity. Poor to commencing operations in France an operator
must declare that a data storage device ('‘DSD') (meeting set cntena) is functional, to store the

data collected via the 'Front End'.

A licensee's entire gaming system mustgo through an in depth certification process within a

year from obtaining the license.

France has isolated its remote gambling market from other markets by not allowing licensee's

fo mix or combine in any way their French operations with those overseas. For instance,

poker players in France are not allowed to participate in the same network as players in other

jurisdictions.

A large proportion of remote gambling by French residents is still carried out on offshore sites

which continue to target France.

Isle of Man

The Isle of Man regulated remote gambling as far back as 2001. There is no exhaustive list of

remote gambling products which this jurisdiction will license. In its Guidance the Commission

notes that it "remains receptive to all proposals".

Nevertheless certain activities cannot be carned on from the Isle of Man without a license.

These include sports betting, betting exchanges, live dealer games and financial trading and

lotteries

Only a company incomorated and registered in the Isle of Man can apply for a remote

gambling license in that jurisdiction. Game play must as a mle take place either on serves

located in the Isle of Man and gambling and trading accounts should also be located in an Isle

of Man bank.

The Isle of Man taxes remote gambling operations on a sliding scale starting at 1.5% of Gross

Gambling Revenues for gross revenues not exceeding GBP20 million to 0.1% of Gross

Gambling Revenues for gross revenues exceeding GBP40 million. An exception is made for

pool betting which is taxed at 15% of Gross Gambling Revenues.
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specific rules on the registration of players, the opening of their accounts and subsequent
venfication upon logging into an operator's site apply. As a rule at the account opening stage
a customer can only deposit money by the use of a credit or debit card. Other means of

payment must be approved by the Commission.

Customer funds are required to be ring fenced even in the Isle of Man. Customers must be

asked to set their own maximum stakes or bets either on a session by session basis or for a

longer penod of time (-é.g. monthly).

Schleswig Holstein

The Geman state of Schleswig Holstein has not given in to pressures by the other 15

Geman lander to sign up to a new Inter-State Treaty regulating the provision of gambling
Services across all 16 states and restricting the remote gambling offer to betting on sports. It

has instead adopted its own Gambling Act, in force as of1January 2012, which establishes

an open licensing system under which any person meeting the requirements set out by law

(including depositing the necessary financial guarantees)will be able to apply for licenses to

offer any one of more of. Remote betting on sports competitions, both so called “pre-live" and

‘in-play” and at fixed-odds or in the form of pool or pari-mutuel bets; and casino games which

do not involve a banker.

Licensing will be the responsibility of a Board under the supervision of the Ministry of the

Inferior, Only land-based casinos will be given the night to offer games which involve a

banker such as blackjack, roulette and baccarat remotely. In parallel, Schleswig Holstein is

moving towards privatisation of the casinos on its teritory which to date were fully owned by
the state.

The provision of lottenes will remain the exclusive preserve of a state monopoly.

schleswig Holstein has followed the Danish example when it comes to taxation. Remote

gambling services will generally be taxable at 20% of gross gambling revenues (GGR). On

the other hand taxation for onliné casino games without a banker has been set at 20% of the

operator's tumover.

The Gambling Act provides Schleswig Holstein with the authority to ban credit and financial

services institutions from processing payments for unlicensed illegal gaming and in pay-outs
from illegal gaming in a responsible manner.

In line with the practice of some other jurisdictions Schleswig Holstein requires that player
accounts are ringfenced and that operators give players the opportunity to set loss limits.

Furthermore operators must provide customers with the option to self-exclude and regulations
require that an operator have in place a customer complaints procedure and that, amongst
others, it publicize how results are determined, percentage payouts for winning stakes and

the amount of winnings.

schleswig Holstein does require player |D pnor to withdrawal of any funds but is quite generic
in femms of how this should be done. Payments from an account are to be paid directly to an

account with a financial institution in the name of the player or made payable to the player
and forwarded to the player's address.

As of yet there are no detailed specific conditions in the current draft versions of the tec hnical

Standards available from Schleswig Holstein.
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2.2

Introduction

Purpose of This Report

We have been requested by the Ministry of Security and Justice of Netherlands (the
“Ministry’) to supply the Ministry with a report on a system of technical and operational
compliance which could be implemented in respect of licenses issued for the provision of

gambling via remote communication (‘remote gambling services") in the terntory of the

Netherlands (‘the Netherlands").

We have been instructed to do so on the basis of a comparative analysis of the regulation of

remote gambling in five junsdictions: Belgium, Denmark, France, the Isle of Man and the

German state of Schleswig Holstein.

This report is intended to assist the Ministry with making important policy choices in respect of

the regulation of remote gambling in the Nethernands. Following consideration of this report
and its conclusions by the Ministry, and any necessary follow up, we will provide the Ministry
with a proposal for a regulatory system. Our proposal will be based on the Ministrys policy
choices, uniquely tailored for the Dutch environment and designed to secure the technical and

operational compliance of remote gambling within the Netherlands.

Objectives of Regulatory Reform in the Netherlands

From a broader perspective the Ministry's current endeavours regarding the regulation of

remote gambling are aimed at giving effect to the intentions of the State Secretary for Security
and Justice as set out inthe Policy Note on Gambling’ of 19 March 2011.’ We understand the

current Report will feed directly into the achievement of the aims set forth in this Policy Note

and therefore it is extremely valuable that the content of this Report is read in light of these

objectives and the Policy Note more generally.

From the Policy Note we understand that the objectives of the future regulatory regime for

remote gambling will centre around:

* Enabling Dutch residents to participatein gambling in a safe and responsible manner;

* Allowing consumer access fo an appropnate and attractive range of gambling
Services:

* Protecting vulnerable persons so as to protect them against the risk of gambling
addiction:

* Allowing competition in the market instead of the current sectorbased monopolies;
and

* In further detail regarding remote gambling specifically,

o Excluding minors from participating:

o Combating ciminal and fraudulent behaviour,

o Ensuring that a trustworthy and fast system of payments:

o Ensuringthat games are fair

o That advertising is responsible:

o Creating a safe and reliable operational environment.

o Aligningthe regulatory regime with international standards:

o Awarding licensesin a public and transparent manner, and

o Regulating forms of remote gambling for which consumer demand exists

(thus for more forms than merely poker which was advised by the 'Commissie

Jansen’).

'Tweede Kamer, TK 24557 nr. 124 Beleidsvisie kansspelen
2

Eindrapport van de Adviescommissie Kansspelen via Internet, ‘Legalisatie van Kansspelen wa Internet’,

augustus 2010,
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2.3

Furthermore, having recognised that importance of European Union law the State Secretary
notes the importance of complying with the notion of “horizontal consistency’ as developed by
the CJEU in the case of Carmen Media (Case C-46/08) (See Section 5 for further information

on this point).

During our discussions with the Ministry of Security and Justice it has become apparent that

there is an appreciation that to be successful in achieving the above aims the regulatory

regime must be competitive. If, when seen from an international context, the Dutch regime is

perceived as overly burdensome. too costly or that the range of remote gambling services is

foo narrowly defined then operators will likely not seek to obtain a license from the

forthcoming Gaming Authority. This will undermine the achievement of the regulatory
objectives advanced in March 20177 and require greater emphasis on enforcement activities

vis-a-vis operators not holding a Dutch license Such enforcement activities could prove
intensive in terms of costs and manpower whilst a high degree of effectiveness is not

guaranteed.

Given that there has not been any subsequent elaboration on the objectives of the future

regulatory regime for remote gambling this Report assumes that the objectives advanced in

the Policy Note. as descnbed above, are those which will be reflected in the eventual

regulatory regime. However the realisation that a competitive environment is desirable has

not been ignored.

Equally important alongside the specification of requiatory objectives is the standard to which

those objectives are to be upheld. However, although the objectives given are fairly detailed

other than in instances where the standard is absolute (e.g. the exclusion of minors) there has

been no attempt to date at qualifying or quantifying the objectives. Whilst this is perhaps to be

antic ipated from the Policy Note given the relatively early stage at which it was published in

the reformatory process if nevertheless has the consequence that the advice we provide is

somewhat more open in nature.

Method and Structure

In accordance with the Ministry's wishes, and following extensive exchanges with Ministry
officials, in drafting this report we have adopted a comparative approach focusing on the

junsdictions listed below in order to highlight the typical characteristics of a system of

compliance in the aréa of gambling services over the internet.

The jurisdictions we have focused on are

Belgium:
Denmark:

France

Isle of Man: and

The German state of Schleswig Holstein*

+

+

*

#

Each of these jurisdictions is dealt with individually, in detail, in Section 3. For each of them

we have set out, amongst others, the principal regulatory objectives, which type of gambling
products are covered by the respective regulations, how monitoring and enforcement issues

are dealt with and what player protection antifraud and anti-money laundering mechanisms

exist

Of the above jurisdictions only the Isle of Man is not subject to the full force of European
Union law.

Each of the jurisdictions pemit a different combination of forms remote gambling services.

some jurisdictions permit their license holders to offer a much narrower range of services

than others, and this offen reflects, by and large, the overarching regulatory objectives. Where
a regulatory regime seeks fo capture a significant part of the black market to protect
consumers then popular forms must be regulated as is the case in Denmark. If remote

gambling services are seen as a means fo generate business for an economy then the

breadth of pennitted forms will be broader, such as in the Isle of Man. However, other

jurisdictions seek fo replicate their offline environment online and therefore the online offer

does not vary from the forms of gambling which have an established regulatory history. This

has occurred in Belgium. The degree to which established incumbents are able to lobby
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successfully for a narrowly circumscribed market should not be ignored, as they will have an

interest in protecting their market position particularly where monopoly rights are dissolved.

In spite of the absence of harmonised mules relating to gambling the fundamental freedoms

and basic principles of the European Union which are set out in the European Union's

constitutive documents, namely the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union

(“TFEU"), do apply to gambling. Certain provisions of the TFEU, most notably Article 49 on

the right of establishment and Article 56 on the provision of services, have been the subject of

several requests by courts of the Member States for preliminary rulings by the Court of

Justice of the European Union on their application to gambling provided over the intemet

within the European Union across Member State borders.

The European Commission has also, especially within the context of the application of

Directive 98/43/EC (as amended) and in application of its powers under Article 258 TFEU, set

out its intemretation of how Articles 49 and 56 TFEU apply to gambling services provided
over the internet.

We have therefore set out in Section 6 those that we believe are the most relevant European
Union law issues which should be taken into consideration by a European Union Member

State in formulating its regulatory and compliance policy in the area of gambling services

provided over the internet.

For the sake of consistency, throughout the report we have used the tem remote gambling in

order to encompass what is variously referred to as online, internet or interactive gaming,

gambling or games of chance. The use of remote gambling is broad enough to include media

such as mobile and IPTV in addition to the internet.
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3 Jurisdictional Overview

3.1 Belgium

1. High-Level Analysis

With the legislative framework introduced in late 1990s Belgium was unable to respond

effectively to the subsequent emergence and expansion of remote gambling services. Itis

therefore understandable that it sought to expand its regulatory reach to the online

environment. However, it has done so in a very restrictive manner which is most probably
incompatible with European law through only awarding licenses for remote gambling to

operators in possession of a land-based venue license.

Apart from restricting market entry by new operators this approach also limits the scope of

services offered to Belgian residents. Should this be too narrowly defined than the danger

emerges that the regulated market will fail to capture a sufficiently large proportion of

demand Greater emphasis then has to be placed upon enforcement activities.

At the time of writing no technical standards were available, even in draft form, and thus it

is unclear how stringent these will be or whether a high degree of trust will be placed in

the fact that, at least in theory, all operators will already be present within the Belgian
territory.

Legislative Overview

The Belgian gaming market is regulated by the Gaming Act of 7" May 1999 and the

National Lottery Act of 2002. The ‘Act to Amend the Laws on Gaming of 40" January
2010 (‘2010 Act’) introduced modifications to the 1999 Gaming Act, with these

modifications entering into force on 1* January 2011. Under the 2010 Act an explicit
regulatory framework was established for the regulation of online gambling which was not

foreseen when the Gaming Act was introduced in 1999.

Pursuant to the amendments introduced by the 2070 Act the following secondary
legislation has been introduced for intemet gaming:

1.) Royal Decree on the form of the supplementary license and how applications for

a supplementary license must be submitted and verified.

2.) Royal Decree on the quality requirements to be met by the applicant for a

supplementary license.
*

Yet these two decrees do not provide all the provisions required to give effect to the

primary legislation and considerable gaps still remain. For example the Gaming Act notes

that the conditions under which games of chance can be offered are fo be set outina

Royal Decree, in particular encompassing:

* Player registration and identification:

* Verification of player's age:

* Games offered:

* Rules of the game(s);

* Payment methods; and

* Distribution of prizes.*
It will become apparent through this section that there are many issues on which

legislation in Belgium quite simply has not yet been draffed. In the immediate instance it

means that certain elements are lacking in the following pages and therefore we suggest

7

Koninklijk besluit betreffende de vorm van de aanvullende vergunning en de wijze waarop de aanvragen voor

een aanvullende vergunning moeten worden ingediend en onderzocht ingake kansspelen.
*

Koninklijk besluit betreffende de kwaliteitsvoorwaarden die door de aanwrager van een aanvullende

vergunning dienen te worde vervuld ingake kansspelen.
* Article 43/8 Garning Act.
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that the Ministry of Security and Justice contacts the Kansspelcommissie (hereinafter
‘Gaming Commission’) and attempts to acquire draft copies of these standards for

informational purposes. Our attempts at acquinng these documents have not been met

with any success, however they may be more willing to cooperate with the authorities of

another Member State, particulady under the principle of sincere cooperation as

embodied in Article 4 of the Treaty on European Union.

a. Regulatory Objectives

No regulatory objectives are set forth in the Gaming Act as it currently stands but

reference to the preparatory documents during the parliamentary history of the

orginal version of the Gaming Act during the 1990s reveals that the objectives
were considered as being:

* Channeling human desire to gambling into legal gambling circuits so as

to protect the player and ensure the integrity of the game and to prevent
come:

* Be able to effectively control all gambling activites, and

*  Toestablish a skilled an efficient licensing body which gives advice and

assures that gambling legislation is complied with.*

According fo the explanatory notes of the 2070 Act, the objective of the

amendments introducing a regulatory system for online gaming was introduce a

“consistent and propery controlled licensing system’ to channel previously
banned games (intemet games) through licensed establishments, where control

is ensured. To achieve this policy, the Belgian government decided that they will

only grant licenses for onliné gaming to companies that are authorised to operate
land-based gaming venues in Belgium. In this way they intend fo “restrict the

supply fo defined limits in order to protect the player and exercise control over

games of chance and gambling organisers.” The explanatory notes to the 2010

Act go on to explain that it is desirable to allow a limited and controlled supply of

online games. According to this document ‘if there is not a controlled supply, the

players, including many young people, resort to the illegal supply of games, with

all the uncontrollable consequences that entails’.

This is why only land-based operators are allowed to offer games that they are

authorsed to offer in their physical venues. For example, a casino operator who
has a license would only be permitted fo provide online casino games but no

online betting.

b. Definition of Online Gaming

Article 2 of the Gaming Act uses the following definitions relevant to online

gambling:

* Game of chance -

every game whereby a Stake of value is set, whether

the loss of the stake by at least one player or where something of value

can be won by another, or the organisers of the game and in which

chance, even as a secondary element in the outcomeof the game, plays
a role in determining the winner or the amount of prize.

* Information society instruments - electronic equipment for the

processing of, including digital compression, and the storage of data,

entirely by wire, radio, optical means or other eectro-nagnetic means

are transmitted, conveyed and received.

c. Sectors

As is detailed in Section 2 Licensing Requirements, only operators in possession
ofa license for land-based gaming in Belgium aré eligible for a license to provide
onliné gaming. Combined with the fact that online licenses are only cover the

*

Proposition de loi sur le jeu, amendment, Dec, Far’, Senate, 1-419/4, pp. 24-25 as referred to in Hoekx, WN.

‘The New Belgian Gambling Regulation in the European Context’, in Littler, A., Hoeloc, N., Fiynaut, ©. and

Verbeke, A.-L. feds), In the Shadow of Luxembourg: EU and National Developments in the Regulation of

Gambling (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2011), p. 154.
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forms of gaming which is offered offline, it is necessaryto considerthe structure

of the offline market.

The offline gaming market is divided along the following lines:

* Casinos (including poker):
* AmUSEemMent amades:
* Catering establishments which can host two 'bingo' machines; and

* Betting offices

Other regulated forms of gaming include televised media games and lotteries.

However licenses for onliné gaming are only available for casinos, amusement

arcades and betting. Furthermore the provision of the national lottery which is

subject to a monopoly held by the Nationale Loterij, is also found online. However

this falls outside of the regulatory regime curently discussed, is not regulated by
the national regulatory body and therefore will not be discussed further.

d. Types of Licenses

Belgian regulation provides a number of specific operating licenses applicableto
gaming activities:

ClassA for casinos:

Class B for amusement arcades,

Class C for street located games,
Class D for employees of gaming venue;

Class E for suppliers and distributors,

Class F1 for sport betting:
Class F2 for betting in Class IV venues:

G1 fortelevised lottery games, and

G? for other media lottery gaming.¥

*

+

#

#

+

FF

RH

OF

Numerus clausus provide that there are the following maximum number of

licenses:

Casinos; 9”
;

+ Amusement arcades: 180°
* Betting establishments: the Gaming Act does not set a limit to the

number of venues in contrast fo casinos and amusement arcades but

rather limits the number of Fi licenses. A F1 license is required to

organise betting in order to offer betting in betting establishments, with

such establishments being either fixed or mobile. F? licenses are

required for persons accepting bets on behalf of F7 license holders. The

Gaming Act states that a numerous clausus will be set for the number of

Fi licensee as well as one for the overall number of betting
establishments; this will bé done in secondary legislation.

Following amendments to the Gaming Act holders of license types A, B and F1

can obtain an additional or supplementary license, Known respectively as A+, B+

and Fi+ licenses for operating games of chance via “information society
instuments". Holder of such additional licenses are only permitted to offer the

same forms of gaming online which they offer online.” Therefore a casino

operator can only offer casino games online and no sports-betting. Furthermore,

only those forms of casino games which are offered offline can be offered online.

In terms of sports-betting it would thus appear that a F1 license holder can only
fake bets online if bets are taken on the same events in the offline venue.

Taking such an approach will result in an onliné market which is highly
fragmented: given that operators will be restricted to the services they offer in

their land-based venues there will be no seamless service for online consumers.

*
Article 29 Gaming Act.

7 Article 34 Gaming Act.
*
Article 43(8)(1) Gaming Act.
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Whilst the peers of Belgian residents in other EU Member States will be able to

aCCeSs a range of services offered via a single website Belgian residents will only
be able to access a comparatively narrow range of services per website. Likewise

internationally onentated operators accustomed to offering a range broad range
of gambling services may find the fragmented market to lack economic viability.

It would appear at first glance that the numerous clausus applicableto the land-

based licenses transcends into the onliné word, thus there could be up to nine

onliné casinos and 150 online amusement arcades. However, there are fewer

than nine land-based casino operators in Belgium at present with operators
operating muliple venues. The same is likely to be tue in tems of the

amusement arcades. Ifa casino operator holds three land-based licenses then it

can serve the onliné market on the basis of one of these casinos and the other

two are not available for facilitating access to the online market.

However, it seems that the additional license system is not being implemented as

orginally foreseen since a land-based operator (Groupe Circus) has tied up with

an onliné provide of poker (Pokerstars) on the basis of the license held for the

casino in Namur. The onliné operation has been licensed on the basis of the E

type license which is for suppliers and distnbutors of slot machines. In effect this

appears to work in combination with the A+ license which is held by the land-

based casino operator. Gambling Compliance notes that similar constructions are

found in relation to online betting (F1+ license and an E license) and also for

online arcades (B+ license and an€E license).
a

Given the relative recent entry into force of the Belgian regulatory regime it

remains fo be seen how this regime will work in the future; will operators tie-up
with lanc-based operators or will land-based operators seek to enter the online

market themselves? Thus there could indeed be nine online casinos if each of the

existing land-based licensees form joint ventures with multiple online operators as

has already occurred regarding the Namur casino. To a degree this process
removes the detemination of which onliné operator enters the market from the

Gaming Commission. Instead this will depend upon negotiations between existing
land-based operators and willing online parties. When thinking about a regulated
Market it is questionable whether market access is detemined to an extent by

existing operators in the land-based as opposed to national authonties. There is a

danger that land-based operators will seek to protect their offline interests and it

is unclear whether the regulatory objectives are best served by this construction.

The upper limit to the number of licenses and the ability of onliné operators to

enter into joint ventures with existing offline operators raises a number of

interesting questions. Firsily such a numerous clausus restricts market access, in

terms of the free movement of services and the freedom of establishment (the
latter given the Belgian requirement fo be established in the Member State in the

form of an offline venue). Whilst an upper limit is less restrictive than a monopoly
it is nonetheless more restrictive than an unlimited number of licenses for

operators satisfying stringent conditions. Therefore it is inherent that the Belgian
regime is regulated in a manner which is consistent with the objectives used to

justify a limited number of licenses. For example the offering of new games
should be in liné with the notion of player protection. This relates to the notion of

consistency as explored ‘Horizontal Issues on European Law' in Section 7. This

section also describes why the requirement for an operator to have a land-based

venue in Belgium is incompatiblewith EU law.

secondly, given that the Gaming Commission has already authorised online

operations prior to the passage of secondary legislation establishing technical

standards is unusual. Arguablythe E license is being used for a purpose which it

was not intended when drafted and moreover undermines the land-based - online

construct which the + license system was designed to create. Although falling
outside the confines of this study the manner in which the discretion of the

regulatory body is constrained by administrative practices and law should be

“

Gambling Compliance, Regulatory Report - Belgium, 9" December 2011.
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clear. Transparency at the license award stage should prevent the arbitrary use

of discretion, and whilst we do not wish to allege that this has occurred in this

instance, for legal certainty in the market transparency and predictability should

be ensured by the regulatory regime.

e. License Duration

Additional licenses permitting the provision of online gaming are valid for the

same period as the underlying license ofthe land-based operation." The relevant

periods are:

AJA+ for online casinos; 15 years (renewable),
* 6B/B+ for online amusement arcades; 9 years (renewable) and

* FI1/F1+ for betting: 9 years (renewable).

The duration of these licenses is long in comparison to those of other junsdictions
in this study. However this reflects the fact that licenses for remote gambling are

tied to those in the offline sector where investments, and the recoupment of such

costs, are likely fo occur over a longer period of time than in the online

environment. Given the lack of expenence with this model it remains to be seen

whether this is of any effect land-based licensees could terminate their contractual

agreements with their onliné partner thus entailing a more frequent change of

online operators than these timeframes would suggest. Alternatively, should this

not materialize, then such timeframes could serve fo entrench exclusion from the

market for those parties which did not enter the market whilst it was in its infancy.

f Tax Rates

Licensed operators will be subject to the following gambling specific taxes

calculated on the basis of gross gaming revenue:

Region Tax

Wallonia 11% on GGR

Flanders 11% on GGR

Brussels 13% on GGR

3. Licensing Requirements

a. Suitability of Applicants.

The additional licenses for the provision of online gaming can only be obtained by
a holder of a land-based license. Conditions for obtaining a land-based license

are hereby reviewed in relation to the obtaining an A license for casino gaming.

The conditions for gaining a license are found in Aricle 31 of the Gaming Act

which require that

* Where the applicant is a natural person they.

o must reside in the EU:

o bein possession ofthe all their civil and political rights, and

o behave in a manner consistent with the provision of gambling
Services.

* Where the applicant is a legal entity and not a non-profit association it

must:

1
Article 43/8(3) Gaming Act.
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o be established under Belgian law or that of another EU Member

State,

o the directors and Manager must be in possession of all their civil

and political rights: and

o behave in a manner consistent with the provision of gambling
Services.

Conclude a concession agreement with the local authornties where the

land-based venue will be established:

Submit evidence to show the credit worthiness and financial capacity and

the identity of shareholders: and

show that all faxes are paid.

However, without a license for land-based gaming becoming available then these

conditions are rather academic. Therefore it is relevant to give attention to the

conditions upon which the Gambling Commission will award an additional license

fo an existing land-based license holder. These are found within the Royal
Decree on the quality requirements to be met by the applicant for a

supplementary license. According to the Royal Decree the requirements are the

following:

ti: Faimess of the game The applicant shall be responsible for faimess

with regard to the organised games of chance, and shall ensure the

consistent operation therefore.

Control by the regulator License applicants shall ensure that the

Gaming Commission is able to contact an authonsed official at any time.

In addition, the applicant shall ensuré a permanent data connection

between the website and the Gaming Commission .

Financial credit record: The applicant must be able to demonstrate a

40% solvency ratio.

Payment Plans: The applicant shall submit a detailed plan
demonstrating that payment transactions between the operator and the

players are quaranteed as being secure. This plan must contain at least:

i) the technical specifications of the current plans, and

li) the permanent security checks to be implemented in the future -

Customer protection. The applicant must show the Gaming
Commission that it has or will develop policies to prevent socially
vulnerable groups from being lured to its website

Customer complaint procedure The applicant must descnbe the

complaint process to be put in place for players which must be

permanently available. The Gaming Commission must be informed of

each complaint registered by a player. A license applicant must describe

the measures taken to ensure that the complaint process is available at

any time -

Advertising: An applicant must clearly explain its advertising strategy to

the Gaming Commission. li must demonstratethat some form of restraint

will be exercised _ An licensee official must be availableto be contacted

by the Gaming Commission for each advertising campaign. This official

must have the authority to discontinue any advertising campaign upon
the Gaming Commission's simple request.
Taxes: The applicant shall submit a statement from the Finance

Department of the Federal Govemment evidencing that all final and

undisputed tax debts have been paid.

Further insight as to what the Gambling Commission will take into consideration

can be garmered from the Royal Decree on the form of the supplementary license

and how applications for a supplementary license must be submitted and verified.
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Attached tothis decree is an application from which requests the following
information:*

ti: From natural persons:
e Two most recentfiscal declarations from the past three years:
o To cover the interim period between the latest declaration and

request for a license:

Pay-slips covering the intenm pernod:
Income from property and c apital

o Details of any loans;

o Details of any security the applicant provides;
o Details of any accounts held outside of Belgium: and

o Whether the applicant has been declared bankrupt.
From legal persons:

o Corporation tax declarations for past three years
From both, with regards to the gambling the applicant intends to offer

o An opinion from the federal public finance service that the

applicant has honoured all its tax obligations:
o Alist of the types of games of chanceto be offered;

o An attestation tothe solvency, financial capacity and ability of the

firm to pay the guarantee;
o Rules applicableto the games of chance;

o The location where the server and the identification of the server

on which data shall be recorded and the website managed; and

o The name of the website.

b. Business Internal Controls

No business internal controls are curently specified for gaming operators in the

present state of Belgian law.

c. Gambling Internal Controls

No business internal controls are currently specified for gaming operators in the

present state of Belgian law.

4. Regulatory Oversight

Oversight is vested in the Belgian Gaming Commission (Kansspelcommissie /

Commission des Jeux dé Hasard) which is established within the Ministry of Justice’* and

includes representatives of the Ministnes of Justice, Finance, Economic Affairs, Interior

Affairs, Public Health and the Minister competent for the National Lottery.
“

Nevertheless

itexercises all of its competences in an independent manner.
~

a. Competence of the Requiator

The Gaming Commission is responsible for

* Awarding licenses,

* |ssue a warning to license holders

* Suspend or withdraw the license for a specified period of time:
* Temporarily or permanently a prohibit license holder from offering one or

more forms of gambling.
* Award an administrativefine

The Gaming Authonty can award an ‘administrative fine’ against a license

holder where a crime has allegedly been committed under the Gaming
Act and the public prosecution service has failed to take action within six

months or otherwise explicitly notify that Gaming Commission that there

aré no grounds for prosecution. Such administrative fines, awarded

@
Formnulaire de demande pour la license complémentaire can be downloaded from

WWW.gamingcommission.fgov.be'website/FR/pages, pdf/LICPLU SFR. pdf
Article 9 Gaming Act

Article 10(2) Gaming Act
5

Article 10(6) Gaming Act.
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pursuant to Article 13/1 can only be awarded for a ciminal breach of the

Gaming Act and not for merely failing to uphold licensing conditions.

5. Responsible Gaming & Player Protection

a. Qpening a Player Account

In order to give effect to central register of excluded player, whether self-

excluded or otherwise denied entry to casinos and amusement arcades, the

Gaming Act requires that upon entry to a venue the operaior ascertains the

following information:

* Forename and sumame,

* Place and date of birth;
* Nationality:
* |dentification number: and

* Profession

Via an online system the operator is, prior to admitting the potential player to its

venue, required to check the details against those contained within the central

register. There are no details as yet as to how this procedure is to work with

regards fo onliné operations, as the necessary Royal Decree has not been

drafted. Therefore it is thus unclear whether onliné operators will only permit as

customers those individuals who have previously registered with them in a land-

based venue. Nevertheless it is difficult to understand how an operator could

effectively check potential online customers against the central database without

requiring them to open an account and fumish the necessary details. However as

Stated under "Legislative Overview" this is one area in which a secondary

legislation is anticipated.

Separation of player accounts

There aré no conditions requiring the separation of player accounts from other

business Capital.

Setting Loss/Play Limits

Currently it does not appear that there are mandatory limits explicithy designed for

onliné gaming activities, thus reference is made to those applying to license

holders of land-based venues. Article 6 of the Gaming Act establishesthat in an

amusement arcade a customer cannot loose more than €25 per hour. The Article

does not set any limit to the amount of hourly losses which a consumer can

sustain in a casino and neither does it do so in relation to betting. There do not

appear fo be any conditions requiring that operators give consumers the option
of, or oblige consumers to, set upper limits in terms of time or money spent.

Sel-exclusion Measures

The ability of a consumer fo be excluded from gaming services is central to

consumer protection within the Belgian regulatory system. All operators of

casinos and amusement centers are connected to a central database, which pre-
dates the regulation of online gambling as of 2011.

:

A consumer can request selfexclusion by contacting the Gaming Commission

and requesting that they be included. However, several other classes of person
are also included in the database, notably:

* Those with an extended age of minority (ie are still considered as

minors although older than the age of majority).
:

4
Article 54 Gaming Act .

 Koninkdijk besluit 15 december 2004 betreffende het instellen van een system van informatieverwerking voor

spelers aan wie de toegang tot kansspelinrichtingen van Masse I en Masse II.
©

Participation in online casino gambling and amusement centers is forbidden for those under 21 years of age

whilst the minimum age for online sports-betting is 18 years.
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* Those who are addicted to gambling: a request for an entry ban can be

made by any party with an interest in the gambling addict's life. An entry
ban is not automatic but atthe discretion of the Gaming Commission; and

* Those subject to debt settlement proceedings.

Should an individual who has self-excluded wish to lift the entry ban then he/she

must request that the ban is lified and then wait three months before being
permitted to enter a casino or amusement arcade.

~

We note that the ability of a third party to request that a player be excluded from

gambling services is a particularly unique element of the Belgian regime when

compared to other jurisdictions. Indeed, this may serve to ensure a high level of

consumer protection as an individual may not necessarily be aware of what is in

their best interest. However clear procedural elements must be in place to ensure

that this system is not misused and that the privacy of individuals is not

endangered.

Whilst it appear fo be common practice of a cooling-off period fo pass before a

ban is lifted three months is longer than practice established in other junsdictions,
including those within this Report This certainly provides an individual with time

to reflect, but it questionable as to whether three months is too long, and if an

individual wishes to play again then it may be undesirable to push them towards

the unregulated market by having in place an overly long cooling-off period.

On a different note it is also interesting fo appreciate that following the

amendments introduced by the 2010 Act it is a offence to participate in a form of

gambling which is not licensed in accordance with the Gaming Act. Individuals

who do so run the risk of being criminally sanctioned for their activities under

Article 4(2) thereof.

This is another element unique to the Belgian regulatory system and whilst this

may prove unwieldy to give effect to when thought is given establishing whether

an individual knowingly participated in unlicensed gambling. Ultimately the effect

of this provision will rest in its Capacity as a deterrent and therefor so does its

abilitytoencourage participation of services offered by Belgian licensees.

e Information Requirements

Under Article 61 of the Gaming Act operators of online gaming must make a

folder in electronic form’ available which contains information about gambling
addiction, a telephone number for a helpliné and addresses of organisations to

which consumers can tum to for assistance In land-based venues the folder

must be positioned so that it is visible, presumably this will apply to the electronic

version too.

f. Customer Senice Requirements

There aré no specific customer service requirements detailed in the existing
pimary nor secondary legislation.

6. Payment Methods

As a means to profect consumers, the provision of credit for the provision of gaming is

restricted. Under Article 58 of the Gaming Act, as amended, credit cards are not permitted
for use in onliné gaming (whereas they are pennitted for land-based casinos but not other

forms of land-based gaming).

7. Player Privacy

There aré no specific player privacy requirements detailed in the existing primary nor

secondary legislation.

©
Koninklyk besluit 15 december 2004 betreffende de wie waarop de toegang tot de kansspelinnchtingen

Wasse I en I] wordt verboden of ontzeqd.
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10.

11.

Money Laundering

There are no specific antimoney laundering requirements detailed in the existing primary
nor secondary legislation.

System Security

There are no specific system security requirements detailed in the existing primary nor

secondary legislation.

Technical Standards

Curent, there are no specific requiations are publically available which set forth the

technical conditions which the holder of an additional must comply with. Only one

requirement is made within the Gaming Act, notably that the servers on which data and

the gambling website aré maintained must be located within a permanent establishment

on Belgian territory.” Without detailed technical details being it is impossible to ascertain

fhe manner in which the Gaming Commission will Seek to access the data stored within

Belgium, whether it will seek fo access the servers ina physical sense or will be satisfied

with remote access, or a combination of both. Equally it is unclear as to how the Gaming
Commission will test the computer infrastructure prior to allowing a website to ‘go live’.

Change Management

There are no specific change management requirements detailed in the existing primary
nor secondary legislation.

77

Article 43(8)(3)
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x, Denmark

1. High-Level Analysis

The approach taken by Denmark is characterised by its pragmatism. In an attempt to

bing Danish residents under national standards, including those of consumer protection,
which the Danish govemment considers most appropriate an approach based upon

ensuring that a large a slice of the Danish Kroner is captured as possible has been taken.

We consider that the goverment attempts to do this through what we consider to be a

fairly balanced and attractive regulatory regime for remote gambling operators. By
extending its regulatory reach in this manner less reliance will have to be made on

enforcement measures against unlicensed operators given that as many operators as

possible will be licensed. Such is an advantage of a licensing system that does not restrict

the number of licensees whilst avoiding overly burdensome regulatory requirements in

what is, in terms of population, a relatively small market.

such pragmatism is found with the possibility for an operator to locate its IT infrastructure

outside of Denmark subject to approval, that international liquidity is permitted thus

enabling Danish players to participate in games along with players of ihe same operator
but who are not subject to a Danish license and also the differentiation in the rates of

taxation between the offline and remote gambling sectors. The attitude and approach of

the Danish Gaming Board also embodies this spirit through leaming by doing the Board

is well placed to avoid establishing less desirable practices which could otherwise

become entrenched over time.

Legislative Overview

For the past decade, DanskeSpil, the state controlled lottery operator, had a monopoly
over intemet gaming in Denmark. Up to the end of December 2011 only DanskeSpil was

authonsed under Danish law to offer lottery and sports betting services through the

internet.

2010 saw Denmark undergo a complete overhaul of its gambling laws. As part of this

reform Denmark decided that it would open and thus regulate certain the provision of

certain forms of gambling via the internet, including casino games, sports betting and

poker. The bill (hereinafter referred to as the Act on Gaming) was introduced fo the

Danish parliamentin March 2010 and it was approved in June 2010.

Onginally the law was planned to come into force on 1st January 2011. However a state

aid complaint filed by the Danish casino and land-based slot machine operators caused

delay. According to this complaint, the tax regime that the draft legislation would result in

would result in a tax regime less burdensome to onliné operators than that applicable to

land-based operators. The complainants considered that should this regime come into

effect it would result in illegal state aid. In essence, the land-based operators considered

that onliné operators would be given an ‘undue advantage’.

The European Commission started a formal investigation in December 2010 into this

matter, The issue was finally determined in September 2011, when the Competition
Directorate of the European Commission ruled that, while the lower taxation rate qualified
as State aid, the proposed policy was compatible with EU law. In summary this was based

on the finding that the lower rate of taxation would ensure that the Danish regulatory
regime would be attractive to operators, and thus they would apply for Danish licenses

thereby enabling the extension and enforcement of Danish regulatory objectives to online

gambling activities supplied to Danish residents.

As a result of the European Commission's decision the regulatory regime for internet

gambling entered into force on 1st January 2012. This Section will only consider the

regulatory regime applicable as of this date.

Primary legislation which regulates intemet gambling is as follows:

* The Acton Gaming
» Occasionally reference is made to "Bill for a Regulation of Gaming Act" to

elucidate further information where necessary.
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* The Acton Duty on Gambling
* The Acton DanskeSpil A/S

* The Act on Distribution of Profits and Lottenes and Betting on Horse and Dog
Racing.

Further the Danish government has issued six statutory onder to implement the

abovementioned laws, however only the following are applicable to online gambling:

* Statutory Order on Onliné Gasinos and Statutory Order on the Provision ofOnline

Betting, establish conditions regarding the registration of players. gaming
accounts and payments, information for players, responsible gaming. bonuses

and the suspension and closure of gaming accounts.*'

+ Statutory Order on Reimbursement of Costs Incurred for Blocking of Payments:
permits debit card issuers to have costs incurred by the Gaming Authority for the

development and operation of a system that ensure that no payments are

processed between Danish residents and illegal operators.~
In additon to these the newly established independent regulatory body, the Danish

Gambling Authority published four documents that regulate different technical aspects
implementingthe new regulatory regime. These documents are:

* Annex 1, technical requirementsfor the license holder,

* Requirements for accredited testing companies:
* Programmeformanaging system changes, and

* Spillemyndigheden's Technical Standards

a Regulatory Objectives

The English translation of the bill which subsequently became the Gaming Act

note that the fourfold objectives of the regulatory regime are:

* To maintain the consumption of gambling "(gaming for money)’ at a

moderate level:
* To protect you and other vulnerable people from being exploited through

gaming or developing a gaming addiction;

* To protect players through ensuring that games are provided in a fair,

responsible and tansparent way,
* To ensure that public order is maintained and preventing games from

supporting crime

The explanatory notes of the Act on Gaming state that the development of the

internet has allowed Danish citizens to consume onliné services offered by
offshore operators. In this scenario, Danish consumers were thus able to

compare the offer and range of products provided by the Danish monopoly
DanskeSpil with the products provided by operators located in other junsdictions
such as the UK, Malta and Gibraltar as well as those located in junsdictions
outside Europe such as Costa Rica, the Mohawk Termitory of Kahnawake in

Canada and Curacao, and to choose the most attractive offer. This had led many
Danish consumers to play with foreign onliné operators.

“The draft texts of both of these orders as notified to the European Commission are available wia the

Technical Regulations Information System (TRIS):
Online Betting:

hitto:/feceuropa.eu/enterpnse/tris/pisa/app/search/index.chm?fuseaction=pisa notif overwmewSlYear=20118in

um=488&lang=EN&sh Lang=ENanewwindow=true
Online Wasinos:

http: //eceuropa.eu/enterpnse/tris’pisa/app/search/index.cim?fuseaction=pisa natif overwewsiyear=20118in

um=4898lang=EN&sN Lang=EN&newwindow=true
“The other four statutory orders are: Statutory Order on Repayment Rates and Fees for Control and

Supervision of Certain Games; Statutory Order on Land-Based Casinos; Statutory Order on Gaming Machines

in Gaming Machine Arcades and Restaurants; and Statutory Onder on Non-Profit Lotteries.

3
Version 1.1.0, of 1° September 2011 on file with authors of report.
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In that sense, the gaming reform sought to redirect gaming demand to a

controlled framework in order to “prevent the negative social implications in

society” that gambling can generate.

b. Definition of Online Gambling

The following terms and definitions are used in the Act on Gaming (only those

relevant to the online environment are referred to here):

* Combination game: "Activities in which a participant has a chance of

winning a prize and where the probability of winning is based on a

combination of skill and chance."

* Betting: "Activities in which a participant hasa chance of winning a prize
and where bets are placed on the outcome of a future event or the

occurrence of a particular event in the future.”

* Onliné games: "Games that take place between a player and a dame

provider through the use of remote communication.”

Given the scope of the definition of online games the Danish regulations apply
not only to those services provided to a desktop computer but also other means

of remote communication such as mobile telephones and interactive television.

c. Secios

Under the Act on Gaming Danish legislation will permit private operators to offer

the following types of online gambling services:

* Online casinos, including
* Games combining skill and chance, €.g. poker
* Games determined solely by chance, e.g. roulette and online gaming

machines offering cash winnings
* Onliné betting, namely betting on non-sports events and sports events

other than horse racing, and dog racing. According to the Explanatory
Memorandum this should include fixed odds (including betting exchanges
and spread betting) and pool betting.

Other forms of onliné gambling remain under the monopoly of Dankse Spil,

namely remote lottery games, betting on horse racing and dog racing and other

forms of gambling such as bingo, scratch cards and keno.

Denmark seeks to allow private operators to offer a broad remote gambling
offering and does not preclude them from offering those forms where the out

come is solely determined by chance. This will allow the Danish license regime to

respond to consumer demand and has the advantage of pulling such players into

the realm of Denmark's standards. However other games determined purely by
chance remain with the monopolist which appear rather arbitrary. Whilst

nationwide lottenes can gain from economies of scale the exclusion of other

forms from the private market, such as bingo and scratch cards. may entail that

supply does not satisfy the nature of demand thereby undemining the

achievement of the regulatory objectives.

dq. Types of Licenses

The new regulatory regime establishes nine different license types, of which only
two are applicable to online gambling Both types are available on a non-

exclusive basis with no maximum as to the number which can be awarded. These

are:

= Wager license: for both land-based and online betting covering fixed

odds betting, pool betting and live betting.~*
A restricted version is also available with gross gaming revenues limited

to DKK. 1 million.

8
Section 11 Act on Gaming.
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* Online casino license; for the provision of roulette, baccarat, punto
banco, blackjack, poker and gaming on gaming machines offering cash

winnings in an online casino.

A restricted version is also available with gross gaming revenues limited

to DKK 1 million.

The Danish regulatory regime permits Danish customers to play against players
located outside of Denmark and thus requilated pursuant to different regulatory
regimes. This is known in the industy as "international liquidity” or "open
liquidity”. Danish law requires that such open poker networks comply with Danish

law, be supervised by the Gambling Authority and that the operator pays duty on

the part of the stake relating to Danish customers.

e. License Duration

Both wager licenses and onliné casino licenses are valid for a penod of five

years. As indicated above both license types are available with revenue

restrictions and both enjoy a fixed term of one year

Although we do not have specific information as to why Denmark has chosen for

a license duration of five years and indeed this may reflect more general
practices within general Danish administrative law. Nevertheless, if is worth

pointing out that a five year period will provide operators with a reasonable

opportunity to recoup investments made when entering the Danish market whilst

providing services in manner compliant with license conditions and thus in line

with the regulatory objectives.

f Tax Rates

The regime entering into force on 1st January 2012 establishes both fees,

payable to license applicants and license holders, and taxes.

Fees

Upon the submission of a license application for either a wager license or an

onliné casino license will require the applicant to pay a fee of DKK 250,000 to the

Gambling Authority. This amount increases to DKK 350,000 where both license

types are applied for.

As and when a license has been awarded the operator will be bound to pay an

annual fee to the calculated upon the basis of the operator's Gross Gaming
Revenue (total deposits from Danish players less total winnings distributed to

players).

Fees will be determined in accordance with the scale below:

Gross Gaming Revenue Fee

Under DKK 5m DKK 50,000
Between DKK 5m to DKK 10m DKK 250,000
Between DKK 10m to DKK 25m DKK 450,000
Between DKK 25m to DKK 50m DKK 650 000
Between DKK 50m to DKK 100m DKK 650,000
More than DKK 100m DKK 1.5m

Fees must be paid at the beginning of each year. Should the eventual Gross

Gaming Revenue for that year exceed the amount upon which the fee calculation

Was based an amount comesponding to the difference between the fee paid and

the actual fee due will be charged. This amount must be paid no later than one

month after it was charged. Should the income realised for a calendar year be

lower than that upon which the fee calculation was based then likewise an

amount comesponding to the difference between the fee paid and the actual fee

due will be refunded.
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Although it falls beyond the remit of this Report to consider the taxation of remote

gambling services the issue of fees is an important one. As noted below under

the ‘Costs of Regulation’ the regulatory costs associated with regulating remote

gambling are fo be covered by fees paid license holders. Seen in this light the

regulation of the sector is cost neutral for the state: However fees to be paid to

the regulatory authorities increase the cost of doing business in a jurisdiction and

we hold the view that as such they should not negate the commercial viability of

such operations.

Taxes

The taxation of licensees is regulated by the Act on Duty on Gambling, under

which operators of both onliné wagering and online casino games will be taxed at

a rate of 20% of the Gross Gaming revenue generated by Danish residents.

Taxes are calculated and due on a weekly basis which has the consequence of

pushing the effective tax rate above 20% when considered on an annual basis. |n

practice operators are unable to offset losses sustained in one week against
profits made in another As far as we are aware this is one of the few operator
unfriendly elements of the Danish regime.

3. Licensing Requirements

In contrast to other junsdictions offering licenses for onliné gambling, licenses are not

available on a continuous basis, but within certain timeframes. The first and initial

licensing procedure closed on 17th October 2011 and thereafter no new applications can

be filed. It is unclearat present when a licensing window will be opened.

a. suitability oLApplicants

Licenses can be granted to individuals, companies, associations, funds and

similar entities. In the case of individuals, they must be at least 21 years of age
and may not have (i) started restructuring proceedings, (ii) filed a petition for

compulsory composition, (iii) bankruptcy, (iv) debt rescheduling or have gone into

restructuring proceedings, (v) bankruptcy proceedings, (vi) debt rescheduling, or

compulsory composition. An individual charged with or convicted of a crime will

not be eligible for a license.

Companies will have to comply with the same requirements established for

individuals only when they are relevant Nevertheless member of the

management and the board of directors must comply fully with all the same

requirements that apply to individuals.

Licenses can only be granted if it is presumable that the applicantwill be able to

provide gambling in an economically safe way and that the relevant persons are

professionally qualified.

Location Requiremens

Companies established in Denmark, or in another EU or EEA Member State are

eligible for a license for onliné gambling, even without having a physical presence
in Denmark. Those companies located outside of the EU and EEA will need to

have a representative in Denmark; such a person must be authorised by the

Gambling Authority and fully comply with the same requirements as applicable to

individual applicants (as noted in the sub-section above).

Such pragmatism on the part of the Danish system will, in our opinion, improve
the attractiveness of a Danish license as the investment that an operator is

required to make in terms of |T infrastructure in Denmark is mitigated. Through
doing so the consequences of a fragmented intemal market are mitigated fo a

degree, reflecting the extent to which system replication is reduced.As explained
in terms of the technical aspects of regulatory oversight (below) attention is

focussed on the collection of, and access to, data rather than where that data is

located. Again, this serves to increase the capture by Danish regulation of as

many operators as possible.
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Financial Requirements

An onliné operator must be managed on an appropnate financial basis.

Therefore, when applying for a license, operators must enclose documentation

that will enable the Gambling Authonty to assess the company's financial position
(financial statements, funding plan for the project, etc). The Gambling Authority
will assess whether the operator will be in a position to pay out all potential

winnings, that budgets are consistent with the targets defined in the business

plan, and that sufficient funds have been allocated to the company requesting the

license.

Business Internal Controls

Former employees, consultants or third parties shall not have access to the

gambling system.

Access to the gambling system for employees, consultants and third parties shall

bein accordance with their job descriptions.

Gambling Internal Controls

The gambling system shall be able fo shut down in an appropriate manner in the

event of a power outage and keep a log of the system performance and be

capable of generating reports on this basis.

Resource consumption shall be monitored and adjusted, and forecasts shall be

made for the requirements for future capacity in order to ensure that the required

perfomanceis achieved.

All data sent via public networks shall be encrypted. Moreover, all communication

between geographically dispersed systems shall protect against:

+ incomplete fansmission,

* mis-+outing, unauthorised message alteration;

* Unauthorised disclosure:

* Unauthorised message duplication: and

* Unauthorised replay.

4. Regulatory Oversight

The Danish gambling industry is overseen by the Danish Gambling Authority
(Spillemyndigheden), an office within the Danish Ministry of Taxation.

a. Competence of the Regulator

The Gambling Authority's main functions are the following:

Licensing, regulation and inspection of the gaming market, including
onliné operators:

supervision of Danske Spil A/S and Det Danske Klasselotteri A/S;

= Monitoring of the Danish gaming market:

Licensing, regulation and inspection of public poker tournaments; and

Supervision of land based casinos.

b. Technical Aspects

Technical control by the Gambling Authority

Licensed operators must ensure that their systems are capable of providing
access to the Gambling Authority so that the functioning of the licensed activities

can be monitored. Monitoring activities will not occur directly on the operator's
gaming platfom. Rather operators are obliged to store their gambling data on a

specific server and provide the Authority with access to such data.

The overall gaming control system (‘system complex'Wwhich constitutes the

operator's gambling system, will consist of three systems: the data store (SAFE')
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asecunty system (Tamper Token’) and a Problem Gambling Register (ROFUS')

Together these systems will ensure that:

Players are able to play online games with licensed operators:

Operators are able to legally provide online games in Denmark and prove
that they meet statutory requirements: and

The Gambling Authority is able to check that onliné gambling satisfies the

requirements of current legislation.

The three systems can be described as follows:

all. The SAFE is the operator's own data store (a file server) where data for

all hosted games must be stored. All operators are required to establish a

SAFE. The Gambling Authority must be able to obtain online access to

the SAFE. The data that needs to be send to the SAFE is very broad and

covers anything ranging from imestamps of events, player actions during
game play (such as betting amounts, winning combinations, jackpots,
etc) to accounting transactions, money transferred through the gaming
system. The point of saving all this data in the SAFE is to give the

regulator all the necessary information to reconstruct fully any interaction

between the player and the system at any given time for purposes of

money-laundering, safety and player tracking.

Tam per Token is a security system which is aimed at ensuring that the

data saved by the operator in its SAFE remains unchanged while stored.

The Tamper Token will be implemented in the Gambling Authority's

el
and will handle:

Creating Keys (tokens) used for calculation of identification

codes:

storing identification codes for later control:

On-going control of compliance with fme penods for the

termination of tokens:

Venfying that a retneved senes of data has not been changed in

relation to the identification code received.

The Problem Gambling Register (ROFUS) is a register of all players in

Denmark who have voluntarily requested exclusion - temporarnly or

permanently - from participating in online gambling services licensed in

Denmark. The register will be managed by the Gambling Authonty. It

must be possible for all players to register through either the operator or

the Gambling Authonty. The _fegister will contain information about all

excluded players in Denmark.
=

A diagram on the following page how, under the Danish system, an

operator's IT infrastucture take shape and interact with that of the

Gambling Authority.

“3
Information provided within Annex 1 of the Technical Requirements for license holders.
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Together, the three systems will help ensure that:

(ROFUS)

* players are able to play online games with approved License Holders:

* License Holders are able to legally provide online games in Denmark and

prove that they meet statutory requirements; and

* fhe Danish Gambling Authority is able to check that online gambling will

meet the requirements of current legislation.

The Danish model of capturing data and ensuring that operations are cross-

referenced with the database of excluded players is perceived throughout the

industry as being relatively easy to comply with and more favourable in terms of

costs than other systems, such as that employed in France. Essentially the

Danish system requires that specified information is pushed from the operator -

consumer relationshipto the reporting database. This is in contrast to the French

sei-up whereby the system for data capture has been inserted between the

operator and consumer.

However the Danish model is not free from cniticism. A widely held view amongst
licensees is that the TOKEN system represents a potential single point of failure.
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should this element of the system fail then an operator's website will cease to

operate. Consequently ensuring the robustness of this single point is of the

utmost importance, not only in terms of ensunng the economic viability of

operations in Denmark but also the achievement of the Danish regulatory

objectives.

At this point it is worthy to take note of the industry's experience of working with

the Danish Gambling BoarcL As a new regulatory authontythe Danish regulators
faced a steep leaming curve butin broad terms this has not resulted in a negative
experience for market entrants.

From our understanding of the licensing process many operators have

appreciated that the Board has been willing to enter into dialoque with operators,
often through direct contact between operators and the Board. Indeed, the Board

has been open to learning through doing and thereby only establishing definitive

conditions following discussions with operators. This has helped to ensure that

the Danish regime remains attractive to operators and thereby achieving the

objective starving the black and grey markets of demand. With a population of a

little over S.Smillion inhabitants, since opening the market af the start of 2012

Denmark has already attracted approximately 40 operators who hold 75 licenses

(some holding both onliné wagering and online casino licenses). We believe that

this testifies to the relative overall attractiveness of the Danish regulatory model.

Costs of Regulation

Within the Bill for the Act on Gaming an estimate of the costs for establishing the

regulatory machinery to oversee an open market for remote gambling services

Was given. This infonnation is reproduced here so as to offer an insight into the

nature and distibution (between state and market participants) of the costs of

sustaining the chosen regulatory framework including the IT infrastructure and

institutional architecture.

It goes without saying that costs for similar regulatory endeavors in other

jurisdictions will result in different costs deriving from a combination of the scope
of fasks given to a new independent regulator, the division of tasks with existing
institutions (which may or may not already execute some of the functions

associated with the new regulatory regime), the size of the regulated market the

complexity of the |T infrastructure and the bureaucratic style associated with the

national civil service.

Upon the introduction of the bill in 2009 it was estimated that come the first year
of operationalization of the proposed new system that it would cost DKK 16.6

million (€2.53m) for 2011 in terms of annual costs.~~ Such a figure was factored

for 2011, whilst the regime has only become operational in 2012. A cost of

approximately DKK 10_4million (1.4m) was estimated necessary to cover the

functions of issuing licenses, controlling and supervising providers of betting and

onliné casino games and other tasks directly flowing from and related to granting
market access for private operators. Further, annual operational and

development costs IT infrastructure required for controlling online betting and

casino dame providers were estimated at DKK 8_4million (€1.13m).

Annual costs associated with the IT system were in addition to the foreseen 'one-

time expenses' involved in establishing the IT system, estimated at DKK

47.3million 5.56m) (excluding interest). Other one-off expenses included DKK

3.4million (€0.46m) to establish the Danish Gaming Board. Such ‘sunk costs’

involved in operationalizing the regulatory regime will not arise in future years.

However the Danish system is designed fo be cost neutral to the Danish state

considering that the expenses hereby will be absorbed by the license fee payable
by licensees. Operators will thus be paying for their own regulation and whilst

Danish consumerswill benefit from having operators upholding Danish standards

“6 Based on an exchange rate of 1 DKK = 0.1545€ fon ¥ February 2012 wa waw.~e.com) and rounded-off to

two decimal points.
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Danish residents who arguably form a broader group, should not be left footing
the bill for the regulation ofthe new sector.

dq. Certification of Gaming Systems

All operators will have to certify their |1T equipment, with certification requirements
having been divided into the following five categones:

Certification Category Covering Description
A Gambling system Random Number Generator

(RNG), game rules,

registration, reporting on

operations, customer overview,
terms. and conditions, efc.

B Business system Information security, etc. (audit)

GC Preventive measures to Registration, security,
counter money faundering of suspicious player behaviour

proceeds and financing of

terrorism

D Vulnerability and penetration Information security (testing)
testing

E Manading systems Standard for approved changes
to gambling systems.

Certification can only be carried out by an authorised certification entity.

The Gambling Authority is allowing operators to have their systems certified after

the initial opening of the market (17 January 2012). In this context, operators are

given a one year license and during this penod they must satisfy all the

necessary certification requirements.~’

5. Responsible Gaming & Player Protection

a. Opening a Player Account

To participate in regulated forms of online gambling a player must be registered
as a customer of the operator The license holder shall obtain information

concerming the customer's identity, including his name, address and personal ID

number, or other similar information if the person in question does not have a

personal ID number.

License-olders must verify the accuracy of the information the player has

provided by obtaining the "necessary documentation". It is understood that the

Danish govemment will provide operators access fo a specific service for the

purposes of allowing them to verify the identity of customers when new players
register with them. If this service is not available, operators will need to a copy of

the player's form of identification (passport, driver license, etc).

This verification must be made when the licensee establishes the customer

relationship, and no later than when the fist payment is made. Customer

information has to be kept for five years after the end of the customer relationship
and then deleted.

For every registered customer the operator is obliged to set up an account. Each

customer is only pemitted to have a single account with an operator. Whilst the

checks on the identity of the customer are being carmied out a temporary account

can be accessed. Should the infomation provided prove to be false, or the

would-be customer has failed to fumish the necessary documentation within one

month then the license holder must close the temporary account.

“Information prowded by the Gambling Authority's Technical Standards and the Gambling Authority Change

Management Programme.
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We hold the opinion that this approach provides sufficient flexibility for the

operator to verify a players identity in a manner which is not overy complex:
access fo a governmental service will facilitate the accurate and quick venfication

of an individual's identity. Equally the ability of the operator to call upon paper-
based documentation if the need arises means that no potential player is

excluded from the process and deniéd an account merely because an ID number

is lacking.

b. Separation of player accounts

Funds associated with each individual customer account should be considered as

entrusted funds and deposited in a "setoff free" account held at a financial

institution. Such funds must be kept separate from the own funds of an operator.
Funds can only be paid out to the customers and therefore may not be used to

cover claims made against the operator. At all times these funds must be af least

equal to the amount on all the customers’ accounts. Moreover, such funds must

be insured against the insolvency and other risks related to the license holder.

c. Setting Loss/Play Limits

Customer must be able to set limits in terms of deposits made, in terms of daily,
weekly and monthly limits. Requests to set a deposit limit must be implemented
immediately upon request, however an operator must allow 24 hours to pass
before a request to implement a previously fixed limitis given effect Furthenmore,

as a licensing requirement no more than 10,000DKK can be deposited by a

customer into a temporary account.

Although there are no provisions requiring operators to allow limits in terns of

time spent to be established, a clock must always be displayed and be visible

indicating how long a player has spent on the gambling page.

Through setting a limit in terms of the amount of money which can be deposited
into a temporary account we consider that the legislator is striking a balance

between avoiding an account opening process which is not so cumbersome as to

deter players but equally achieves a good degree of consumer protection. This

measure limits the risk that a person whom is subsequently found not to be

eligible for a full account suffers negative consequences in terms of having
deposited too much prior to a decision being taken on their account. The value

allows a reasonable amount with which to play, thus ensuring that the player
registration and account creation process is not overly cumbersome and

unattractive to players.

In terms of determining the structure of the online casino games offered Danish

legislation establishes the following:

* Interval between games
- 3 seconds

*« Minimum/maximum payout rations - none set

* Maximum stakes - none (yet players must be able fo set their own, as

noted above)

By establishing a minimal interval of three seconds between games in online

casinos the requiations impact upon the structural charactenstics of games
Offered through reducing the frequency and speed of play. This extends the

period of time over which consumer can spend their deposited amounts and

thus moderates their play. However, in theory there could be an upper limit to this

interval beyond which a game becomes unattractive to the majority of players
who would then seek another supplier of the game and thus fall beyond the

scope of the other protections offered by the Danish regulatory regime.

qd. Selfexclusion Measures

Operators must allow customers the option to self-exclude from their licensed

services on both a temporary and permanent basis. Once exclusion has been
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requested the operator must ensure that the customer cannot commence any
new game.

Legislation requires that temporary exclusion cannot be for less than one month,

whilst also pennitting customers the opportunity to choose for a short break from

gambling, i.e. for a 24 hour "cooling-off period. During both types of temporary
exclusion that customer's accountis deactivated.

The permanent exclusion option will require the operator to close the customer's

account and fully terminate the relationship with that customer. Furthermore the

operator must ensure that once having exercised this option an individual cannot

re-register within one year following the closure of the account Upon such

exclusion the operator must inform the individual about options for counselling
and the treatment pathological gambling at a Danish treatment canter.

A register of self-excluded players (both temporary and permanent) will be

established and maintained by the Gambling Authority; operators are obliged to

consult this register on a daily basis and when registering a new customer during
the account creation process.

Operators must ensure that they do not send any advertising material to those

individuals who are temporarily or permanently excluded.

Operators cannot set up accounts, including temporary accounts, for those listed

in the register of self-excluded persons.

From a consumer protection perspective the central database system is valuable

because it will prevent consumers being able to play with other operators upon
exclusion from the services of a single operator. However, so as to be to be truly
effective in our opinion, and non-discniminatory in its effect all operators within a

national market should be connected to the central database so as to prevent

grounds for unfair competition between those connected and those unconnected.

é. Information Requirements

Operators aré obliged to include the following information, in Danish, on their

websites:

* That persons under the age of 18 will not be allowed to participate in

gambling:

Information on responsible gambling and the potentially negative
consequences of gambling. The information must be produced in

cooperation with a treatment center,

- Information that facilitates access to a self-administered test for gambling
addiction: and

Information on and contact addresses for Danish treatment centers.

The operator must indicate on its front page that it has a license and it operates
under the supervision of the Gambling Authonty.

In relation to the customer account the operator must provide the following
information to customers:

* Account balance;

Gaming history, including stakes, winnings and losses

Deposits and withdrawals and other transactions related thereto

Such information must be available on the gambling account for at least 90 days
and operators, upon request from the customer, must be able to provide
statements for all transactions related to their account for the past 12 months.

f Freeplay Games

No license is required for the provision of free play games, i-e. those for which

participation is not dependent upon the payment of a stake. Nevertheless

pursuant to the applicable tax legislation the organizer will be liable for tax, at a
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rate of 15% of cash winnings exceeding DKK 200 or 17.5% for other winnings
exceeding DKK 200.~° However, should an supplier of gambling services

pursuant to a license for onliné casino or betting chose to offer free-play games
then such games must representthe chance of winning in an accurate manner so

not to create an impression that the chance of winning is greater than if actually is

when stakes are placed.

Through requiring that when offering free-play games license holders do not

misrepresent the chances of winning is a valuable contribution to consumer

protection. If it were permitted that free-play games were able to give the

impression that the chances of winning were greater than they actually are in paid
gambling then this could mislead consumers into depositing more than they
otherwise would. Thus, this measure helps ensure the integrity of the services

offered.

g. Bonuses

The Danish establishes several provisions detailing the use of bonuses by
operators, namely:

* [nformation on all of the terms and conditions must be stated in a clear

and simple manner in “direct connection with the offer’:
* They cannot be offered in a way that "explicithy encourages a player to

increase his gaming activity or to win back a lost stake",

* Players cannot be given individualized deals:

* Offers cannot be constructed so that the player must satisfy the

associated terms within a period of less than 90 days;

o Except those bonuses offered to existing customers and consist of

full or partial refund of fees/rake paid or the earning of points for the

purchase of goods or services that cannot be exchanged for cash or

tokens:

* Payment of any bonus must be immediate upon the relevant conditions

being satisfied

There are no provisions goveming the award of consolation prizes nor near-

Misses.

We consider that the rules on bonuses seek fo prevent consumers from being
targeted in a manner which would encourage behavior which could contribute to

excessive gambling patterns. In this context we can appreciate the need for a

prohibition on giving players individualized deals. Equally though we also

consider that this has a potential to be counter productive; players on Danish

websites who are extremely successful cannot be rewarded by a system of

bonuses even in situations where their play suggests that they have the financial

capacity to sustain this. This may reduce the attractiveness of Danish licensees

for the most successful players residing in Denmark and could underminethe
Value of international liquidity in the system.

h. Advertising

The Act on Gaming sets forth several conditions relating to the marketing of

onliné gambling which are as follows:

* The chance of winning must be presented in a correct and balanced way
So not to give the impression that the chance of winning is greater than it

actually is:

* Focus of games as a form of entertainment:

* Wot be aimed at those under 15 years of age. including in terms of the

choice of media used:

28 Article 15 of the Bill for a Gaming Duties Act, 26 March 2009. Only an English translation of the draft bill is

avallable although we understand that the final legislation is almost identical.
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* lf using well-known personalities it is forbidden to suggest that

participating in games has contributed to that individual's success: and

* Content must not convey the idea that participation is a means to

providing a solution to financial difficulies or a means fo improve a

player's social acceptance.

Furthermore gambling falls within the scope of generic legislation prohibiting the

use of misleading advertising practices and requires that the Danish Gambling
Authority cooperates with the Danish Consumer Ombudsman regarding the

marketing ofgames.

i Customer Senice Requirements

lt must be possible for communication between the operator and customers to be

in Danish.

i Account Suspension and Closure

The Statutory Order on Betting and Online Casinos establishes several

conditions relating to the tennination of a customer's account. These conditions:

* Require that the operator pay out the balance from the gaming account

within 5 business days of the account being closed and no fee can be

charged for account closure:

* Upon closure of a temporary account operators must retum deposited
funds fo the nominated bank account whilst retaining any winnings
themselves;

* Operators can suspend an account on the basis of suspecting the

customer to have:

» Unlawtully obtained winnings;
» Violating provisions of Danish gambling legislation; and
» Violating the terms of their gaming account.

Where suspension occurs;

e Customer must be infomed immediately of the reasons behind

the suspension of their account and during which time they must

be prevented from closing their account,

o Operators may confiscate customer funds obtained by improper
means; and

o The operator must provide the customer with a reasoned

decision, sending a copy to the Gambling Authonty.

We consider that embodying the ability of operators to suspend player accounts

is a Valuable provision in the Danish system. It recognises that operators are also

vulnerableto be defrauded by players and therefore takes a balanced approach
to this issue by establishing a legal basis for operators to take appropriate action.

Payment Methods

Licensed operators may only receive payments into a gaming account from a payment
services provider that provides such services legally in Denmark pursuant to the Danish

Payment Services Act. Cash is expressly excluded as a form of payment.

Excluding cash as a form of payment prevents third parties offering gaming services via

computer terminals in shops or other premises (e.9. fastfood outlets) to consumers.

Through excluding the emergence of such intermediaries Danish consumers can only
access services directly with operators and fhus no participation can occur without a

player being identified. This means that anonymous play is avoided and therefore that

responsible gambling measures are given effect to.

As soon as the operator has received the payment from the customer. ihe amount paid
must be immediately credited to that customers account. Likewise winnings must be
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immediately credited to the account.** No payment from a temporary account can be

made to the customer's nominated bank account: all Danish residents have a bank

account which has been nominated as their 'NemKonto' into which all payments from the

state such as tax refunds and social welfare payments are made. Operators must allow

customers the opportunity to specify that winnings above a certain amount are

automatically credited to their nominated bank account.

Further, operators cannot pennit transfers of money to be paid between gaming accounts.

In our View these measures contain the flow of winnings between operators and

consumers thereby ensuring that money cannot be directed to third parties and thus

prevent operators being used as a means to launder money or otherwise conduct illegal

Capital transfers.

7. Player Privacy

There are no requirements regarding player privacy which are specific to the gambling
sector or contained within the gambling regulations.

8. Money Laundering

The gambling system shall be capable of analysing suspicious transactions and use this

as a basis for generating reports for the purpose of preventing money laundering and

financing of terrorism. The gambling system shall be capable of analysing changes in the

extent of the customers gambling and in gambling patterns and use this as a basis for

generating reports.

9. System Security

The gambling system shall keep a log of the system performance and be capable of

generating reports on this basis. Resource consumption shall be monitored and adjusted,
and forecasts shall be made for the requirements for future capacity in order to ensure

that the required performance is achieved.

10. Technical Standards

a. Gaming Platforms

Server Location

specific provisions concem the location of the |T equipment used to support the

gaming platform upon which the licensed activities are based. As a general rule

the equipment should be located within Denmark, but this is not an absolute

requirement An operator may be permitted by the Gambling Authonty to locate

the equipment outside of Denmark when one of the following two conditions are

Salisfied, namely:

a) The operator has a license to offer gambling in another jurisdiction (not
necessanly within the EU/EEA), where a public authority monitors the

license holders provision of gaming and that monitoring authonty has

entered into an agreement with the Gambling Authority on monitoring of

the license holder's provision of gambling services in Denmark; or

b) The operator can provide the Gambling Authority with access to its IT

infrastructure to perform an adequate check on the gaming system by
means of remote access, or similar.

In relation to the requirement in a) Denmark has already concluded cooperation
agreements with the relevant authorities of Alderney, Gibraltar and the Isle of

Man.

Section 6, 7 and @ of the Order on online casinos. A similar requirement is established in the Order on Online

Betting.
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As previously noted we consider the ability of an operator to locate its equipment
outside of Denmark to be highly beneficial as it reduces the fragmentation of

multijunsdictional operations, thereby mitigating costs. Mitigation of costs is

important as this contributes to the economic viability of operations in Denmark

which is particulary important given the size of the market. Being concermed with

access to the data rather than the location of the data reflects the aforementioned

pragmatism of the Danish approach.

b. Random Number Generators

The scaled sequence of numbers shall pass the same statistical tests that apply
fo the sequence of numbers produced by the RNG: scaled algorithms are not

permitted to lead to bias or result in the creation of patterns. Methods for mapping
and scaling shall be linear. There may be clear exceptions for games which

temporarily change character during the game and events where the mapped
outcome is proportional to the turnover. The license holder shall be able to verify
that the results of fhe RNG are the same as those found in the gambling system
after the event.

lf a hardware RNG is being used, the gambling system shall use a fail-safe

mechanism to deactivate the game in the event of errors in the unit.

lf a software RNG is used, the gambling system shall apply dynamic monitoring
of output and deactivate games in the event of RNG output failure.

Information Security Management

The gambling system shall be able to shut down in an appropriate manner in the

event of a power outage Resource consumption shall be monitored and

adjusted, and forecasts shall be made for the requirements for future capacity in

order to ensure that the required perfomance is achieved. The gambling system
Shall have tools for prevention of intrusion and insertion of unauthorized code as

well as methods for disclosing suspicious circumstances in real time and

generating reports of such events.

In terms of back-up recovery should an error occur then the gambling system
must be able fo restore all important (critical) data from the time of the most

recent backupto the time of the system error (no time limit has been set for this).
All information about customers’ account balances and gambling shall be

protected

Aside from these conditions there are no requirements establishing the frequency
of back-ups, or further requirements regarding the data to be saved. Indeed itis

not stated that that backups should be made at regular intervals.

11. Change Management

The license holder shall plan its intemal procedures for managing changesin a way which

ensures that the particular changes and their effect on the overall system can be

identified at all times.

Part of the intemal procedure shall ensure that the license holder will have a manager
who is responsible for managing system changes. This manager shall also take charge of

preparing a formal change planning document, describing all the specific procedures and

ensuring that the various measures are coordinated.

The change management program is structured in a way that allows routine changes etc.

to be carried through in an expedient and controlled manner, while having minimal impact
on the license holder's business procedures.

The license holder shall ensure certification according to the gambling authority's
“Change Management Program’, and it shall be completed before the commencement of

the license holder's offering of betting and online casino services.

The certification will be issued for a term of 12 months.
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Once a proposed change has been evaluated the managers) responsible shall review

the evaluation and decide whether the change should be approved or not.

Even if changes recommended by suppliers of business functions will generally be

considered to be reasonable and justified, the license holders should still formally
approve or reject such changes.

All considerations and decisions concemed with system changes should be recorded in a

log. Notice of decisions should be circulated to the relevant stakeholders inside- and

outside the organisation, including the relevant accredited testing organisation.

The accredited testing organisation shall analyse the basis on which all decisions that

deviate from the suppliers’ recommendations have been made. All decisions shall be

handled separately. The accredited tesing organisation shall certify whether the license

holder's decision is justiied.
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ze | France

1. High4tevel analysis
There can be no doubt that the Framework Law was on the face of it, intended to

liberalise the provision of onliné gambling services on the French termtory. The

liberalization process was characterized, ever since it was announced by then Budget
Minister Eric Woerth in Juné 2008, as a “controlled opening’ indicating that the state

would retain a high degree of control and regulatory interference.

It is our view that France has sought to do so both in law and in fact to a larger extent

than what is the case in any of the other junsdictions reviewed. This approach has led the

French system to be criticised on a number of points by the private sector, the French

Competition Authority, the Competition Directorate of the European Commission and the

French online gambling regulator, the Autorité de regulation desjeux en ligne (ARJEL").

We hasten to point out that, from a technical point of view, we consider various aspects of

the Framework Law and its implementing regulations to be solid. However, we do believe

that irom an overall compliance perspective there are several improvements which could

be made to the French system

Legislative Overview

There are currently 46 legislative instruments including laws, decrees and executive

orders which in one way or another govem the provision of onliné gambling in France.

The primary piece of legislation regulating online gambling in France is the Law of 12 May
2010 regarding the opening to competition and the regulation of the online gambling
sector, (“Framework Law"). This is essentiallya framework law which sets out the basis of

and principles upon which onliné gambling in France is to be regulated.

The main piece of secondary legislation for the online sector is the Executive Order of 17

May 2010 approving the duties applicableto online gambling operators, the “cahier des

charges".

Other relevant secondary pieces of legislation cover aspects such as advertising. the

organisation of sports-betting, the powers ofthe regulator and the conditions an operator
must fulfil in order to be granted a license.

a. Requlatory Objectives

The stated objectives of the Framework Law are to limit and regulate the supply
and consumption of gambling and to control the operation thereof with a view to:

Preventing excessive or pathological gambling and protecting minors:

Ensuring the integrity, reliability and transparency of gambling operations:
* Preventing fraudulent and criminal activities as well as money laundering

and the financing of terrorism; and

* Ensuring the balanced and equitable development of different types of

gambling to avoid the economic destabilisation of the economic sectors

concemed.

This follows from the Framework Law's understanding that gambling is "neither

an ordinary form of commerce, nor an ordinary service and must be subjected to

stict control with regards fo public order, public security and the protection of

health and of minors”.

20 Article 1 Framework Law.
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b. Definition of Online Gambling

The Framework Law only defines gambling in general, and not the online aspect
thereof. Gambling |s defined as “a game paid for where chance predominates
over skill and combinations of intelligencefor obtaining a gain’.

~

c. Sectors

Prior to the opening of onliné gambling to private operators in 2010 the French

gambling market consisted of the following:

* Two state controlled companies each enjoying monopoly status in its

sector, namely Francais des Jeux ('FDJ') in relation to sports-betting and

the national lottery, and the Pari Mutuel Urbain (‘PMU’) in relation to off-

course horse-race betting: and

* 197 land based casinos with concessions granted to several private
operators.

Moreover, land-based casino operators were prohibited from operating in the

online environment.

The opening of the onliné market removed the onliné monopolies held by the

PMU and the FDJ. Both PMU and FDJ have retained a monopoly over their land

based activities and FDJ has also retained its monopoly over lotteries, both online

and offiné. FDJ curently offers various lotteries, bingo and scratch cards online

benefitting from its monopoly over all of these “lottery based” products.

Private operators now compete with the PMU and FDJ in the provision of online

sports-betting and horserace betting services. Opening of the market has also

permitted the casino industry to offer certain shared games, the outcome of which

depends ona degree of skill; thus regulating the offering of poker.

d. Types of Licenses

ARJEL (), is responsible for the licensing of operators. As at 19 January 2012

there were 34 licensed operators holding a total of 34 licenses. 7 operators of the

AT which obtained a license in 2010 (17% of licensees) ceased business in

2011. -

Licenses can be awarded for, online sports-betting (pari-nutuel and fixeéd-odds),
online horserace betting (par-mutuel only) and online skill games (poker). Based

on a single license an individual operator can offer services via multiple websites.

In relation to sports betting, operators are restricted not only as to the type of bets

which can be placed but also with regards to the events which those bets can be

placed on. Not all types of bet can be placed on every sporting competition which

can be bet upon: ARJEL has been empowered to specify all the permitted
combinations.** Therefore ARJEL designates which events can be bet upon (e.g.
in the case of cycling, the winner of the event, the winner of the stage, best

climber, best sprinter and best team) the type of bet per event (e.g. outnght
winner, ranking). Competitions upon which bets can be placed are divided

between four categories; national, European, intemational and world, examples
from football being Coupe de France (national), UEFA Champions Leéaque
(Europe), Word Cup (world) and English Premier League (international).

It is Our Understanding that the French legislators objective in delegating
authontytoARJEL to restrict the events on which bets can be offered was to limit

the risk of gambling corruption. Thatis indeed an important objective. However, in

our view it is important for that concern fo be balanced with ensuring that

consumer demand is reasonably catered for and that consumers do not need to

seek events on the offshore illegal market over which the state has no control or

2 Article 2? Framework Law.
?

btto//wwew.angel.fr/IM G/pdf/voeux2012.pdf: http://www.arjel.frIMG/ pdf/voeux2012 doc. pdf
2 Décret n® 2010-483 du 12 mai 2010 relatif aux competitions sportives et aux types de résultats sportifs
definis par |'Autonté de régulation des jeux en ligne.
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visibility. The same can be said about bet types. We understand for instance that

curently a bet type referred to as “Asian handicap’ is not penitted in France

though it is popular amongst French punters who resort to betting on offshore

illegal websites.

It should be noted that the, Maximum average payout rate for sports-betting
operations is 65% of stakes.~*

The rationale behind a capped payout was that limiting payout would serve to

prevent addiction to gambling. Whilst it is not within our remit to delve into

problem gambling issues we observe that we are unaware of any studies which

show that this measure effectively meets the stated objective. We note that at

least one other European jurisdiction, Lé. Italy, has taken the opposite approach,
requiring operators to observe an average payout of not less than 60% of stakes

for games which include an element of skill and played in a toumament fonmat

(6.9. poker toumaments) and not less than 90% in the case of
| games of pure

chance(.€. casino type games) and card games played for cash™. The objective
of the latter approach is to ensure that consumer interests are protected.

Regarding table games; poker can be played either as a cash-game or in a

tournament format. Secondary legislation prescribes the characteristics of poker
games offered online and the terminology to be used.” Notably Texas Hold'Em

and Omaha Poker are the two forms which can be offered in France by license

holders.

Numerous foms of gambling are excluded from the regulated online market:

fixed-odds horserace betting, lottenes, casino gamesi.é.g. black jack), online slot

machines, spread betting, exchange betting and betting on virtual competitions.

e. License Duration

Licenses are valid for a period of 5 years, and are renewable subject to the same

conditions as the initial license. During their period of validity licenses are non-

transferable.

f. Tax Rates

The table below shows the applicable tax rates for holders of a French license

pursuant fo the Framework Law:

Effective rate of Social security &Base rate
taxation health care duty

Sports-beiting 9% 5.7% 1.8% 1.8%

Horserace betting 14.4% 4.6% 1.8% O40

Poker 2% 1.8% 0.2% -

These rates are percentages of the total amount staked in sports and horserace

betting and a percentage of the amount staked by players in terms of poker.

The levy charged on sports-beiting is to the benefit of sports federations and that

on hoerace betting is for the benefit of hormeracing bodies.

Although taxation goes beyond the remit of our assignment we consider it

pertinent to comment about the impact which tax has on the ability of a regulatory

*
Décret n° 2010-605 du 4 juin 2010 relatif 4 la proportion maximale des sommes versées en moyenne aux

joueurs par les operateurs agrees de pans hippiques et de paris sportifs en ligne
“WWW.aams. gov. it/sites/aams2008/files/GIOCHI/GIOCHLDI-

ABILITA/NORMATIVA/l20110110 Decreto Direttoriale_2011 666 Giochi GAD-04-02-11 .pdf
*

Deécret n® 2010-723 du 29 juin 2010 relatif aux catégones de jeux de cercle mentionnées au II de |‘article 14

de la loi n® 2010-476 du 12 mai 2010 relative a louverture ala concurrence ef ala régulation du secteur des

jeux d‘argent et de hasard en ligne ainsi que les panapes régissant leurs régles techniques
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system to draw consumers away from the offshore illegal market. It is necessary
to note that in the French expenence the level of taxation is probably the main

barrier to entry for remote gambling operators. In view of the intentions of the

State Secretary for Security and Justice as set out in the ‘Policy Note on

Gambling’ of 19 March 2017 to have a competitive market would strongly advise

the Ministry to follow up the issue on tax ation directly with key stakeholders of the

remote gambling industry.

lt must be noted that information relating to the technical standards for the

junsdiction of France are currently in the process of redrafiing. A new technical

requirements document is expected to be available shortly featunng new

technical requirements on the “Frontal” (backend, database, servers and safe),
that will force operators to significantly redesign their platfonmm structure in France.

The technical aspects described in the following paragraphs reflect the old

Standards since the new ones are yet to be published.

3. Licensing Requirements
a. Suitability of Applicants

License applicants do not have to be established in France, but can be

established in other Member States of the European Economic Area (EEA) if a

treaty providing for administrative assistance in the fight against fraud and tax

evasion has been entered into with that other Member State and provided that

Member State is not considered by France to be a non-cooperative tax

jurisdiction.

The following categories of information must be provided fo ARJEL in order for it

to determinethe suitability of the applicant:
* Location and legal status of the head office:
* |dentity of managers:
* Information on identity of shareholders holding 5% or more of share

capital or voting rights:
* Any criminal convictions delivered by any French court against the

applicant entity or its owners, including offences relating to French

gambling legislation and administrative penalties awarded by ARJEL
* Financial information such as balance sheets, profit and loss accounts,

fax returns and statutory auditors’ general and specific reports for the

past fhree years or, if the applicant is newly established a certified

opening balance sheet. Further off-balance sheet liabilities should be

detailed:

* A business plan must be presented for the -fr site for the fiscal year in

which the application is made and at least the subsequent fiscal year

detailing categories of games or bets intended fo be offered for each

license;
* Bank account identifier (RIB or IBAN) with a credit institution in a EU or

FEA Member State which is dedicated exclusively to the collection and

payment of revenues related to the -fr site;

* |f the applicant is not established in France, details of ifs fiscal

representative in France to complete formalities and pay taxation due on

behalf of the operator;
* Information as to financial strength: ability to meet legal and regulatory

obligations;
* Ownership of or the night fo exploit the fr top level domain on which the

onliné gambling business will be operated;
* Types of activities it hopes to supply via the site, including characteristics

of the site and whether there will be advertising:
* Specify types of gambling which will be offered: including whether

contracts will be entered into with busineéss+to-business suppliers; and
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* Details on how it will comply with conditions regarding player accounts,

protection against fraud and criminal activities, protection against
excessive or compulsive gambling and information system architecture.

b. Business Internal Controls

The operator must define a"secunty team” in charge of monitoring the entirety of

the network, systems and applications equipment. The logical safety of the

equipment shall be ensured by this team: in its response the operator shall supply
all dispositions applied concerning the security team, as well as the safety charter

when specifying the activity.

The operator shall describe the mechanisms and procedures installed in order to

protect the data it handles, in partic ular-

* The nominative and personal data of its clients,

* The data and statistics conceming a game or player of a game,

Knowledge ofwhich might be advantageous to a player,
* The “secret’ gaming data (for example other players’ cards or those

which have not been returned during a poker game).

The organisation created in order to manage the operator's information systems
must rely on documentation and the procedures allowing the monitoring of their

development. Apart from the security policy, the documentation shall comprise
the following eements:

* A functional descnption of the IS (it can be integrated into the security
policy) specifying its interconnection components and the flows passing

through it,

* A technical description of the IS from the architecture study (technical
elements, addressing’ naming, technical flows (protocols) required with

their direction, etc.) and comprising the factual elements (licenses of

software used, maintenance contract, updated equipment

configurations, status of modifications realised),
* A list of the operational procedures of the interconnection components

(which may be included or not in a technical declination of the security
policy),

* The classic operational procedures like account management and

passwords, management of the configuration of components, back up

management,
* The specific procedures connected to secunty;

The following operational procedures must be transmitted by the operator:

* Logging management procedures,
+ Alert management procedures,
* Regular updating procedures for all the components (operating systems.

applications, routers, efc.),
* Management procedures for the frequent updating of the components

(anti-virus, intrusion detection systems, if applicable),
* Procedures for updating in case of release of a critical secunty patch,

Procedures for rendering the systems secure in the event of an

emergency or imminent danger,
IS components operation procedures (servers, routers),
Account and password operation procedures,

management procedures for facilities management components,

procedures regarding the physical safety (security, etc_),
roll-back data management procedures,
technical backup procedures,
remote-acdministration procedures,
SSI progress report management procedures.

+

*

#8

o*

+

FO
OF

OF
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c. Gambling Internal Controls

The operator must manage security of each phase of the development cycle of ifs

systems, in the definition, development, operation and utilization phases, then the

maintenance and development phases as well as respect a secure development
referential for the projects it develops.

The operator must also supply the means for the creation of a storage service in

order to ensure the saving of all its treated data and in particular that stored in the

front end's safe. These storage procedures shall be made available to ARJEL by
the operator for consulting and storage. The type of equipment and the format of

the storage shall be indicated to allow ARJEL to verify the exploitable nature of

these archives and their contents.

The operator must have an SSI master plan or an equivalent document. It shall

specify the date the start of its application and the periodicity of its updates. It

Shall also specify if itis integrated into the |T master plan and it shall supply the

latest version and, if possible, the previous version.

4. Regulatory Oversight
a. Competence of the Regulator

As previously outlined, the onliné gambling sector is supervised by ARJEL, which

has been established pursuant to Arficle 34 of the Framework Law, and is an

independent administrative authority. The competences accorded to ARJEL

include ensuring that all regulatory objectives are attained, supervising online

gambling operators and all aspects of remote gaming, proposing regulations to

relevant ministries, as well as amendments to legislation and establishing
conditions, requirements and technical standards for operators, license holders

and gambling platforms.

In order to give effect to its competences ARJEL can apply the following
administrative sanctions:

*"

* Should an operator fail to comply with applicable laws then a notice can

be awarded, demanding that the operator complies within a period
ranging from one to six months. Notices can be renewed once, except in

cases of serious or repeated breach.

Issue a warning,

Reduce the duration of a license by up to a year,

suspend the application of a license for three or more months; and

Withdraw a license, which may include a prohibition against that operator
applying for a license in the following three years after withdrawal.

* Instead or in addition to the above ARJEL can award penalty payment

proportionate to the severity of the breach, and which:

o upto 5% of turnover (excluding taxes) of the previous year with a

maximum of €150,000-;

o Up to 10% of turnover (excluding taxes) of the previous year for

subsequent reaches, with a maximum of €375,000.
* Ininstances where a license holder provides false information, refuses to

provide documents requested by ARJEL or obstructs an investigation
then ARJEL may subject the operator to a financial penalty of up to

€30,000.

*

*

OO

OF

27 Article 43 Framework Law.
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b. Technical Aspects

A decree of 18 May 2010 specifies obligations imposed upon license holders

enabling the control of game data by ARJEL
**

An operator must:

* Possess and operate a device as a ‘Front End’, which securely collects

and archives the transactions going from the player towards the gaming
platform:

* Any recognised French player connecting to the gaming platform should

be redirected towards this Front End, as well as the data subsequently
exchanged between the player and the platfom. This data must be

stored in a specific format defined by ARJEL and remain available to

ARJEL locally or by means of remote access:

* The operator must also periodically transmit to ARJEL, or on request the

data required for the monitoring of the games:
* Finally, the operator should check the folder showing game bans and if

applicable block the accounts of the clients found there.

Prior to commencing operations in France an operator must declare that a data

storage device (DSD') (meeting set criteria) is functional, to store the data

collected via the 'Front End'.~ Every exchange between players, the DSD and

the operators platform must be secured in a manner quaranteeing their

authenticity and confidentiality. The DSD must, at least, enable:

Collection and formatting of traced data:

storage of traced data:

Consultation and extraction of traced data: and

Administration and management of DSD users.*

+

+

Whilst at the same time the design of the DSD must guarantee that:

* Only ARJEL staffcan decrypt the stored data;
* Any deleton or damage of stored data, whether malicious or not, is

identifiable by ARJEL staff, and

* Management of safe access nights can only be performed by ARJEL

Staff.

The DSD must have two spaces; one for administration data and the other for

traced data. This must be replicated for each license type held by the operator.
Traced data includes elements such as player identification, the player's
pseudonym, IP address of player and every game/bet event or activity relating to

the balance.

ARJEL must be ableto access the safe of the DSD via either the hosting website

or downloading the data remotely. Data must be stored for a period of 5 years.
Moreover ARJEL staff can access the DSD hosting website at any time.

Concurrently, a whole list of data must be available to ARJEL via either

permanent access to the DSD, periodic tansmission to ARJEL of Some or all the

data or following a request from ARJEL. Data includes game account operations
made by the player, a player's gaming behavior and controls performed by the

operator, €.g. regarding game incidents and detected fraudulent operationsWe
consider that the requirement for physical presence of servers in France does not

significantly add to the security and integrity of servers. So long as a reporting

2
Decree no. 2010-509 of 18 May related to obligations imposed on licensed online gaming operators

regarding the game data control by ARJEL / Deécret no. 2010-509 du 18 mai 2010 relatif aux obligations
IMPOses aux Opérateurs agrees de jeux ou de paris en ligne en we du controle des données de jeux par

"Autorite de regulation des jeux en ligne.
7) Under Article 38 Framework Law operator must be certified by an independent testing house to show that

they satisfy all the legal and regulatory requirements.
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system is put in place (viz. Encryption of the server on which mandatory events

are recorded with a key which only the regulator knows) preventing interference

on the operator's side with data which has been recorded and so long as the

system is certified as being in line with the regulatory requirements, we consider

that from a security point of view there is no significant benefit of having servers

present on a particular termitory. What is important in our view is for any servers

used in relation to a licensed online gaming activity to be kept in a data centre

which is at least Tier 3, PC] DSS and |SO27001 compliant.

On the other hand, from an enforcement point of view, having servers present on

a national territory and configured in such as way so as fo make the entire

gaming system dependent on their proper functioning is likely to make it easier

for a reguiator to fake an operators system down by physically unplugging the

servers present on its territory if it deems that it is necessary to do so. At the

same time any configuration which contains a single point of failure in the system
will increase risk of business continuity for licensees and their customers due to

the potential for loss of data and game play interruption.

5. Responsible Gaming & Player Protection

a. Opening a Player Account

A player can only have one account with an operator. Upon the creation of the

account particular details must be requested by the operator, such as name date

and place of birth, the postal address of the individual's place of residence, etc.

Prior to the verification by the operator of the details provided a provisional
account can be opened, if the player so chooses, but this does not permit the

player to cash-out their balance. Within a month of requesting to open an account

the applicant player must provide the operator with a copy of their passport ID

card or drivers' license and proof that the bank account for which details were

provided is held in his/her name. Once such documents are received and the

operator has verified the accuracy of the details provided, the operator sends a

secret code, via post, to the applicant player's postal address; this either opens
the account online or changes the status of the provisional account to one of

permanency. A cross-check must be made at the time of verification, with the

ARJEL database to ensure that an individual is not on the list of excluded players
held by the Ministry of the Interior.

We consider that the customer account opening process including the method

used in orderto verify customer ID is notoptimal. Requiring a physical copy of ID

documentation fo be sent by physical mail is inefficient and does not add anything
to security of player ID or to integnity of the identification process. We understand

from our experience working with remote gambling operators that have a French

license that circa 20% of those who register do not send in their paper ID and

circa 3% do not validate their account using the pin number sent to them.

In addition, a player is still allowed to open a provisional account which allows

him to deposit money and play. Although that player is unable to withdraw any
funds before the secret code has been received by the player and the account

Status changed, he is still able to lose money. In Section 4 we set out methods

which we consider are more efficient ways of determining a person's ID and

which would still allow a real time cross check with a national database of

problem gamblers and other excluded persons in order to prevent them from

registering with an onliné operator.

Separation of player accounts

The Framework Law requires operators to keep player funds of French players
served pursuant to a license awarded by ARJEL separate from funds held for

players served in other jurisdictions. However, the Law does not state whether
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per se that player funds must be separated from other business and operational
capital.

c. Setting Loss/Play Limits

Upon the opening of a player account, the operator must request that a player set

an upper limit to the amount which they can bet.40 Without such a limit being set

no gambling can take place. The limits relate to a penod of seven days. Players
must able to modify the limits; any increases to the limits can only become

effective after two days whilst decreases should become effective immediately.
The law does not establish any parameters to such limits.

a. Seliexclusion Measures

Operators must ensure that players can exclude themselves from their services

on both a temporary and permanent basis. Players must be able to determinethe
period of exclusion, with a minimum of a seven day penod. Permanent exclusion

must result in the closure of the player's account and once this has occurred an

operator cannot register that player again during the following three years.”
é. Information Requirements

When advertising gambling services operators must include reference to a

helpliné dealing with addiction, debt and isolation. Furthemore advertising in print
or cinema must include a honzontal banner (of at least 7% of the page or screen)
containing public health information/message. Advertising in publications
destined for those under 18 and any online communication which is likely to be

pnoncipally targeted at children is also prohibited.
bs

f. Customer Service Requirements

Operators must provide a telephone number for a helpline which provides advice

regard excessive gambling and gambling addiction, the cost of which must be

limited to the price of a local call for users.

g. Localization

The Framework Law requires that gambling offered pursuant to an ARJEL

awarded license is provided via a dedicated website which is exclusively
available for which the address terminates with fr.*

Payment Methods

A player's account can only be credited by means ofa payment instrument offered by a

payment services provider established in a Member State of the European Union or a

Member State of the European Economic Area with which France has concluded an

agreement for administrative assistance regarding combating money laundering and tax

evasion.*

Credit held on a player's account can only be paid out to a single account held with a

payment services provider established in the same way as for crediting the player's
account. Details of the bank account to be used are to be notified by the player upon

opening the player account with the operator.

Player Privacy

Operators have to satisfy the provisions of general dala protection ledislation.
Nevertheless secondary legislation requires the operator to have specific procedures and

mechanisms in place to protect data in its possession, particularly:

“
Decree 2010-518 of 19 May 2010 regarding the offering of games and betting by licensed operators of

games and betting online.
41

Decree 2010-518 of 19 May 2010 regarding the offering of games and betting by licensed operators of

games and betting online.
2 Decree 2010-624 of 8 June 2010 regarding the regulation of advertising carried out by online gambling

Operators and the provision of information about the risks related to gambling
3 Article 24 Framework Law.
“

Article 17 Framework Law.
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10.

11.

* Personal data of customers

* Data and statistics about a game or players (which could be used to give another

an advantage)
* "Secret" game data (such as players’ cards which have not be revealed in poker).

Money Laundering

Operators are left to define the controls which they implement fo prevent and combat

fraudulent and criminal activities. In particular regarding protection against money

laundering and the financing of terrorism operators must have monitoring measures, a

system for declaring to the relevant French authority (TRACFIN) transactions which the

operator Knows, or has good reason for suspecting, as being involved in money

laundering or the financing of terrorism. Furthermore procedures and intemal controls

must bein place regarding risk assessment and management.

System Security

secondary legislation requires an operator to identify certain elements of its information

system security policy. This includes issues such as, legal and regulatory aspects fo the

policy's scope of application: descnptions of the secunty needs in the operator's area of

activity, an analysis of the substantial and non-substantial threats and secunty rules

relating to the organization (é.g insurance and certification), to implementation (e.g.
incident management, backups) and technical aspects (é.g. identification/authentication,

encryption). Security requirements with sub-contractors should also be detailed.

Technical Standards

a. Random Number Generators

Attention must be given by the operator fo procedures and mechanisms installed

to protect the random number generator, in particular regarding:

Monitoring of number senes:
* Protection of a possible grain of the RNG algorithm: and

* Software integnty protection.

Change Management

Pursuant to a decree giving effect to the Law of 12 May 2010, encryption procedures
must be in place to authenticate software components, protect confidentiality and

authenticate various flows of communication, such as that between an operator and

ARJEL and also between players and the operator Other required elements include

measures relating the secunty around authentication secrets such as player passwords.
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3.4 Isle of Man

1. High-Level Analysis

While the Isle of Man forms part of the British Isles if is not part of the United Kingdom. Rather

itis a Dependency of the British Crown thereby enjoying a large degree of independence and

autonomy, including its own legislative and judicial system. However the system of law

reflects English common law and the ultimate court of appeal is the Privy Council in London.

Although there may be some similarities between the regulation of onliné gambling in the Isle

of Man and that in Great Britain under the Gambling Act 2005 the two regimes are wholly
independent of each other.

In f¢rms of EU law the Isle of Man is not a member of the European Union. However,

pursuant to Protocol 3 ofthe United Kingdom's Act of Accession 1972 which fonmed part of its

Treaty of Accession to the then European Economic Community the free movement of goods

applies to the Isle of Man. Furthermore the Manx authorities are bound to treat all national

and legal persons of the EU in the same manner. Whilst the free movement of services does

not apply, the free movement of capital does given Article 63 of the Treaty on the Functioning
of the European Union*. This means that operators licensed by the Manx authorities are

prevented from relying upon the free movement of services in contrast to operators based in

other junsdictions within the internal market such as Gibraltar (for this purpose) and Malta.

However Article 63 applies to third countries, thus extending to the reach of this freedom to

the Isle of Man. Consequently, Manx based operators can only challenge restrictive measures

upheld by Member States on the basis of the free movement of capital (except for those

existing prior to 1 January 1993 as these have been ‘grandfathered! into, and are thus

deemed compatible with, EU law).Given that the two freedoms diverge in their scope, and

that the free movement of services does not apply to third countries, Member State measures

which restrict renote gambling services stemming from the Isle of Man are thus not subject to

free movement of service type challenges in a manner comparableto the discourse that has

occurred before the CJEU to date.

Thus far none ofthe decisions of the CJEU concerning (remote) gambling have been decided

upon on the basis of the free movement of capital as the free movement of services mostly
takes precedence in instances where both freedoms are relied upon. Indeed in every case

only one freedom is considered when assessing a restrictive measure and the CJEU will

apply that freedom which is predominantly affected by the measure in question.

The Manx regulatory regime is in general very flexible and we consider that itwas designed
bearing in mind that the island would denve a significant economic benefit from attracting

online gambling operators to its shores. Remote gambling is far more important to the Isle of

Man's economy than land based gambling.

Manx law does not limit the forms of gambling which may be provided by operators based

and licensed in the Isle of Man. This grants the Manx regime flexibility which other regimes
do not enjoy. In licensing onliné gambling operator a ‘Tit and proper testis employed which is

reasonable and transparent. Manx law deals specifically with money laundering and financing
of terrorism in relation to gambling.

However, we note that the Isle of Man does not impose particularly onerous player protection
requirements. lt does not require that operators provide customers with the opportunity to

exclude, nor does the law require operators to establish a helpline accessible to players.

2. Legislative Overview

Onliné gambling is réquiated in the Isle of Man pursuant to the Online Gambling
Reqguiation Act 2007 ("20071 Act") with accompanying secondary legislation, so called

‘statutory documents’, providing the finer details. The enforcement of the legislation and

supervision of the sector is in the hands of the Gambling Supervision Commission,

35 Article 63(1) TFEU reads "... all restrictions on the movement of capital between Member States and between

Member States and third countries shall be prohibited."
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(“Commission”)which is responsible for the entire Isle of Man gambling sector, including
both land-based and online operations *.

In addition to the 2007 Act current secondary legislation applicable to online gambling
covers, among other things, the taxes payable by operators, advertising, player
registration and accounts and license fees.

There are several codes which cover the sector regarding money laundering, notably:

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering - Online Gambling) Code 2010

Prevention of Terrorist Financing (Online Gambling) Code 2011

Furthermore, the Commission operates pursuant fo the Gambling Supervision Act 2010.

Substantial guidance to the Isle of Man regime is provided for in the Commission's

Guidance for Ondine Gambling which is accessible via its website”.

This Section will only deal with the regulations applicable to business+to-consumer

transactions and not those applicable to business-fo-bDusiness services which are also

regulated by the Isle of Man regime.

a. Redquiatory Objectives

The threefold regulatory objectives are currently detailed in the Gambling
supervision Act 2070 which sets forth the tasks of the Commission. These

objectives are

Ensuringthat gambling is conducted in a fair and open way:
- Protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being hamed or

exploited by gambling; and

Preventing gambling from being —

ao asoure ofcrime or disomer,
o associated with crime or disorder, or

o Used to support crime

b. Definition of Online Gambling

"Online gambling’ is defined by section 1(1) of the 2001 Act as:

"(a) any gaming, where any player enters or may enter the game, or takes or

may take any step in the game, by means of a telecommunication,

(b) the negotiating or receiving of any bet by means of a telecommunication,

or

(c) any lottery in which any participant acquires or may acquire a chance by
means of a telecommunication."

It should be noted that the Commission's Guidance notes that means of

felecommunication incorporates “phones, internet servers, etc". Such activities

are deemed to be conducted by a person where, according to section 1(2);

"(a) in the case of gaming or a lottery, he takes part in its organisation,

management or promotion:
(b) in the case of a bet, he carnes on any business involving the negotiating
or receiving of the bet; ord

(c) he maintains, or permits to be maintained, in the Island any computer or

other device on or by means of which the game or lottery is operated, or the

bet is received, as the case may be."

=
See also the website of the Isle of Man Gambling Supervision Commission’ at

http: //www.gov.imygambling/benefits/aboutgcec.xml
*

Isle of Man Gambling Supervision Commission, Guidance for On-line Gambling Version: 260911, effective as

of 26th September 27011, available at http://www.gov.im/lib/docs/gambling//edemalguidancevS.pdf (last
accessed on 21st December 2011).
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C. Sectors

The online gambling sector does not have any strong sectoral sub-divisions and

therefore does not reflect in anyway the offline Isle of Man gambling industry
which consists of casino, amusement and slot machines, betting offices and

lotteries.

Types of Licenses

There is no exhaustive list of as to those fonns of online gambling which require a

license pursuant fo the 2001 Act. Indeed, in its Guidance the Commission notes

that it "remains receptive to all proposals". Nevertheless the following forms of

online gambling do require a license:

sports books:

Betting exchanges
Onliné casino games (roulette, blackjack, slots, eft):
Live dealing:
Peer to peer games (poker, bingo, backgammon, Mah-jong, etc);
Mobile phone betting:

- Fantasy football (or similar),
* Financial trading (but not spread betting):
* Pan-mutuel and pool betting:

Network gaming;
Lotteries; and

- Certain spotthe-ball style games.

The Commission's Guidance further states that licenses are not required for the

supply or offering of-

Gambling covered by a Betting Office license or a Casino license: rather

such senices are covered by the land-based licenses and pursuant
regulations which fall outside the scope of this report.
spread-betting as this would require consultation with the Isle of Man

Financial Supervision Commission.

"Pure freeplay games", no license is required where "no money or

money's worth can be won or lost and where success cannot be

translated into gratuitous access to cash games (such as entry fees

waived or seats at a tournament)". In such instances no gambling is

deemed to take place.

e. License Duration

According the 2007 Act licenses are valid for a penod offive years. Licenses can

be renewed prior to the date of expiry and will remain in force until either a

positive decision is given to renew the license. Should the application be refused

then the initial license retains its validity for 21 days as from the date on which

notice of refusal was given, subjéct to any appeal proceedings during which it

also remains valid. Once awarded licenses cannot be assigned to other parties_

Tax Rates

The following fees and duties apply to online gambling operations when a license

is held pursuant to the 2001 Act.

Duties™

Annual Revenue Duty Applicable
GGY or retained profit not exceeding £20m p.a. 1.5%

GGY or retained profit of more than £20m p.a. | 0.5%

but not exceeding £40m p.a.
GGY or retained profit exceeding £40m pa. 0.1%

=
Tn accordance with the Online Gambling Duty Regulations 2008.
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GGY is gross gaming revenue which is defined in the Online Gambling Duty
Regulations 2008 as:

"(a)the total amount of all bets or stakes made, and the price of all chances

sold, less

(b) the value of all winnings and prizes due".

GGY applies to all forms other than those explicitly falling within the scope of the

retained profit concept. Retained profit is defined as:

“profit accruing to the operator from the players of a game, in the form of

commission, entrance fee or otherwise in the course of the types of online

gambling specified...".*°

The retained profit concept applies to the following forms of onliné gam bling:*”
* Prize draws, prize competitions and lotteries

* Poker or other games where individual players play against one another

using systems or facilities provided by the operator,
* Sponsored pool betting and par-mutuel betting which employs the use of

a totalisator, or any form of pool betting:
* A betting exchange:
* Where the operator acts a be-broker, and

spread betting.

As an exception to this sliding scale the duty applicableto pool betting reflects the

UK rate, which presently stands at 15%. Furthermore the Commission’s

Guidance notes that a levy is charged to fund education, research and support for

problem gambling. The rate at which this levy is charged is not specified.

Various fees are also applicable, and the principal fees are:

£5,000 administration fee for initial license application (all license types).
£50,000 per annum thereaiter for a Network Services license;

£39,000 per annum thereafter for a Full license; and

£5,000 per annum thereafter for a Subicense|
3. Licensing Requirements

a. Suitability of Applicants

The 2007 Act, as amended, sets forth the general principles which govern the

award of an online gambling license to an applicant Section 4 thereof requires
that licenses are granted when the Commission is satisfied that:

* The company is under the control of a person or persons of integrity:
* As tothe beneficial ownership of the share capital of the company.
* The activities of the company are under the management of a person or

persons of integnty and competence: and

* That the company has adequate financial means available to conduct

onliné gambling operations.

According to the Commission’s Guidance applicants must have a "genuine
presence” in the Isle of Man in order to qualify for an online gambling license

(assuming that other requirements are satisfied). "Genuine presence” requires
that:

A company is established on the Isle of Man:

* There aré at least two local directors, who are natural persons not legal
entities:

3
Tn accordance with the Online Gambling Duty Regulations 2008.

5.5 (2) of the Online Gambling Duty Regulations 2006.
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* At least one "Designated Official” is appointed who resides in the Isle of

Man. Alternatively, where such an official cannot reside on the Isle of

Man an "Operations Manager" can be appointed to do so;

* Either players must be registered on Isle of Man servers or the operator
must operate under a network services license which obliges the

operator to establish the network services in the |sle of Man; and

* Gambling and trading accounts should be located in an |sle of Man bank.

Within its Guidance the Commission notes that it "reserves the right to decline

applicants who appearto be creating a nominal Isle of Man presence purely in

onder to advertise in the UK their parent or sister organisations located elsewhere

in the world."

It is worthwhile recalling that the free movement of services and the freedom of

establishment, central to EU law, do not apply to the Isle of Man. Were they to

apply, then the strict requirements for establishment in the Isle of Man would

certainly be in contravention of the freedom of establishment and the freedom to

provide services as defined in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union and interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union.

A license will not enter into force until the aforementioned 'Designated Official

has been approved by the Commission. Such an official must be a director of the

entity holding the license whilst residing in the Isle of Man. In essence, the

Commission must be satisfied that the official is a person of integrity and

competence in order to be approved, and retain such approval.

Not only must directors gain the approval of the Commission but equally the

systems the operator will rely must also be approved in accordance with the

Online Gambling (Systems Verification) (No. 2) Regulations 2007 which is further

described in the technical specifications. In essence, prior to commencing

operations, a certificate fom an approved testing house must be provided to the

Commission.

The 2001 Act provides numerous grounds for the Commission to cancel a license

and these include: instances where the operator without 'reasonable excuse' has

failed to comply with the conditions thereof, has ceased to offer onliné gambling,
or, fails to satisfy the Commission that it has adequate financial means available

to conduct online gambling.

4. Regulatory Oversight

a. Competence of the Requlator

The competences and governance of the Gambling Supervision Commission are

set out in the Gambling Supervision Act 2070, and the regulatory objectives
which this statutory board are to achieve have been enumerated above. in

technical specifications. Under the 2001 Act™ the Commission is competent to-

Grant, renew, vary or transfer a license:

Impose or vary a license condition:

Refuse to approve a designated official:

Withdraw the approval ofa designated official; and

Suspend or cancel a license.*

+

+

#

 #

5. Responsible Gaming & Player Protection

It is worthy to note that in contrast to some other junsdictions online gambling contracts

are legally enforceable under the 2007 Act.

21 The Isle of Man is one of the jurisdictions ‘white-listed’ in accordance with the United Kingdom's Gambling
Act 2005. Operator: located in the Isle of Man are not only able to provide services to UK residents but also to

advertise such services in the UK. For more information on the white-listing construction please refer to the

section on the UK.

= 4s amended by the Gambling Amendment Act 2006.
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a. Opening a Player Account

specific mules to the registration of players, the opening of their accounts and

subsequent verification upon logging into an operator's site are contained within

the Online Gambling (Registration and Accounts) Regulations 2007. Matters

dealing with payment methods are dealt with in Section 5, titled “Payment
Methods”. However, at the account opening stage a customer can only deposit

money by the use of a crecit or debit card. Other means of payment must be

approved by the Commission.

Operators can only offer onliné gambling services to an individual who is

registered with the operator and holds an account with that operator. However, in

instances where the services are free to play and "nothing in money or money's
worth" can be won or lost, then the registration requirements are inapplicable.

Registration of an individual as a customer is dependent upon that individual not

being under the age of 18 and providing details of his/her age, identity and place
of residence. Operators must use their "best endeavors” to exclude from

registration, or otherwise cancel the registration of, problem gamblers. What this

Standard entails is not specified in legislation.

Technical Specifications articles:

* Wo person may be registered except on an application for registration in

such form, and containing such particulars, as may be approved by the

Commissioners.

* No Player under the age of 16 may be registered.
* Before an applicant for registration is registered (unless such is a

Business Participant), he must provide details of

o his age;

o hisidentity, and

o his place of residence.

* The Operator shall use his best endeavors to exclude from registration,
and fo cancel the registration of, problem gamblers.

* The Operator shall maintain a secure online list of all registrations
(current or closed),

* The Operator must provide the Player (other than a Business Participant)
with one of the following options for setting his maximum stakes or bets

o @€aMaximum stake or bet, or maximum total stakes or bets, per
session; or

o amaximum total stakes or betsin any penod (not being less than

7 days) and

o a Player shall not be permitted to increase any such maximum

except after 7 days' notice.

b. Separation of player accounts

The Online Gambling (Participants' Money) Requlations 2070 require that the

money which appears on customers' balances is ringfenced from other capital
within an operators business. Therefore in practice deposits, winnings, tansiers,

gratuities and redeemed bonuses are to be segregated by being paid into a client

account, the contents of which are held in trust.

Furthermore where financial transactions between the operator and consumer

take place electronically via a payment service provider, the operator is obliged to

ensure that funds are held in the client account to make up for any shortfall which

may arise between the total amount of money available from within an operator's
player protection mechanism and the customers balance. Under these

Regulations should the operator go into default the operator is prohibited, without

the consent of the Commission to withdraw money from the client account, unless

in good faith, the operator believes that this will preserve or enhance the fund.
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c. Setting Loss/Play Limits

The Online Gambling (Registration and Accounts) Regulations 2007 impose
certain obligations upon operators to temper the amount of money which a player
can loose. Firstly the Regulations do not allow operators to accept any bet or

Stake, which if lost, will result in the customer’s account becoming overdrawn.

secondly, each customer must be provided with the opportunity to set his/her

maximum stakes or bets on either a session by session basis or on an

aggregated basis for a certain period of time (but not less than seven days).
seven day's notice is required before a player can increase their limits.

However, it is important to note that there are no mandatory upper limits; the

operator is obliged to provide the option for limits to be set, and the customer

must decide whether to set limits on a session per session or periodical basis and

subsequently use their own judgement as to their upper limit. Furthermore, a

customer must be able fo access an online statement of account, which details

the customer's account on a session by session basis and details major wins.

d. Sel-exclusion Measures

There are no provisions requiring that operators provide customers with the

opportunity to exclude, nor require the operator to exclude, customers from their

Services.

6. Payment Methods

The Online Gambling (Registration and Accounts) Regulations 2007 regulate the

depositing on and withdrawal from a players account of money, in addition to the

depositing of money upon the opening of an account as detailed above in Section 4.

several conditions apply to the use of credit and debit cards, and will also apply to other

payment methods upon approval from the Commission. These pertain to the depositing
and withdrawal of money from an account.

In relation to the depositing of money on a customer's account the operator can only

make this available for onliné gambling once the funds have actually been received from

the provider of the card account or upon the operator receiving an authorisation number

from the card account provider that the funds are quaranteed.

To enable a customer to withdraw any money from the balance of the account held with a

single operator, the operator must send a personal identificaton number to the

customers place of residence. Once the identity of the customer has been positively
venfied then a withdrawal can be made. However funds from the account held with the

operator can only be transfered to the same card, or other financial facility (payment
service) from which the initial deposit was made. In the event that the card account holder

or financial services provider does not accept the transfer from the operator then a

cheque must be sent to the customer's account The Commission has the competence to

specify the amount at which a withdrawal by cheque, or aggregated withdrawal by
cheque, tiggers the need for additional verification procedures to be executed regarding
the customer, such amounts are notified directly and in writing to the operator.

7. Player Privacy

Under the Online Gambling (Registration and Accounts) Regulations 2007 operators are

prohibited from disclosing to any person any information obtained through the registration
of or opening an account for a customer. Subsequenty information as to the state of a

customer's account cannot be disclosed. Disclosure is permitted where required by law or

when the customer's consent has been obtained.

Further, "personal data of a confidential nature" must be stored in an encrypted or hashed

form, and this includes bank account details, card numbers, card expire dates and

answers fo any question used to verify a customer's identity (L@ questons to prompt a

response fo a secret question). Moreover any personal information numbers relating to
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bank accounts and customer accounts have to be stored using an imeversible encryption
algorithm.

These online gambling specific requirements are without prejudice to the more generally
applicable Data Protection Act 2002.

8. Money Laundering

Antiqnoney laundering regulations specific to onliné gambling are contained within the

Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering - Online Gambling) Code 2070 \ '2010

Code'jwhereas the Prevention of Terronst Financing Code 2077 contains regulations
which give effect to the Financial Action Task Force's Recommendations. Without

replicating the entire 2010 Code several notable conditions are:

*  Qperators are prohibited from maintaining anonymous accounts and accounts

held by a fictiious name.

* Establishing, maintaining and operating procedures which require the prospective
customer to provide satisfactory information as to his/her identity "(either online or

in writing) aS soon as reasonably practicable after contact is first made". In the

absence of satisfactory information no account can be opened, no money can be

accepted and neither will participation in online gambling.
* Before the first 'qualifying payment is made to a customer the identity of that

customer must once again be verified. Failing such venfication no qualifying
payment will be paid out and no further participation in onliné gambling with that

operator will be allowed Qualifying payments are those exceeding €35,000 or

€3,000 when payments over the preceding 30 days are aggregated. This does

not extend to peer-to-peer play.
* |n executing all but the first condition operators must assess the risk of money

laundering and terronst financing with regard to each prospective customer Such

a risk assessment must have regard to several conditions, including but not

limited to: the value of funds deposited: the source of the funds deposited and the

junsdiction of the customer.

These requirements aré supported by internal recording keeping requirements, including
(but not limited to) the requirement that records are maintained of all Tansactions camed

outto enable the compilation of an audit trail. Such records must be kept for 6 years from

either when the customer ceased fo be a customer or the last transaction with an

individual customer. Each operator is also obliged to appoint a Money Laundernng
Reporting Officer.

Technical Specifications:

* All financial reports produced by the System must be readily reconcilable with

Gaming or Lottery transaction reports (as relevant) and conversely. All such

reports shall be freely available to the Commissioners.

* The System must:

o be capable of producing auditable and aggregated financial statements of

Gaming and/or Lottery fansactions (as relevant), and

o calculate accurately all excise of duty payable under the Act and other

monies due to the Treasury under the Act.

* The System must maintain information about all Games and/or Lotteries played,
including:

the identity of the Participant,

the time the Game began:
the balance on the Participant's account at the start of the Game or the

start of the Participant's participation in the Lottery (as relevant);
o the sums placed by Participant placed in the Game (time stamped):
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the Game status (in progress, complete, etc):
the result of fhe Game and/or Lottery (time stamped),
the time the Game ended;

amount won or lost by the Participant:
the balance on the Participant's account at the end of the Game and/or

Lottery (as relevant), and

o the currency or currencies utilised by the Participant.

OoBO
wOe.g

* The System must maintain information about significant events as follows:

o large wins (as agreed by the Commissioners from time to time):
o transfers of funds (between Participants or between any Participant and

the Operator) in excess ofsuch amount as the Commissioners may from

time to time direct by notice in writing to the Operator:
o Material changes made by the Operator to Game and/or Lottery retums,

disclosed under paragraph / above: and

o =©3©6maternal fluctuations in theoretical/estimated statistical return to

Participants (agreed with the Commissioners from time to time).

* The System must be capable of providing auditable and aggregated financial

statements:

o Of Befting transactions, and

o slUfficientto calculate accurately any and all duty of excise payable under

the Act and other monies due to Treasury under the Act

+ The System must maintain information about all Bets received from Participants,
including:

o the identity of the Participant
the time that the Bet was taken;

the balance in the Participant's account at the start of any Betting
transaction;

the Bets made by any Participant
amounts won or lost by the Participant:
the currency or currencies used by the Participant;

large wins (as agreed by the Commissioners from time to time); and

transfers of funds (between Participants or between any Participant and
the Operator) in excess of such amount as the Commissioners may trom

time to time direct in writing to the Operator

o

oOo

O

8

O

* The System must be able to display the following information on the current page
orona page direcily accessible from the current page via a hyperlink:

o the mules regarding the placing of Bets, including circumstances in which

the Operator will void a Bet: the treatment of errors, the treatment of late

Bets and the treatment of withdrawals and non-runners:

restrictions on the placing of any Bets;

o the Participant's current account balance and the currency or currencies

utilized to place Bets; and

o the means by which a winning Bet will be determined.

* All financial reports produced by the System must be readily reconcilable with

Betting fansactions reports, and conversely. All such reports shall be freely
available.
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9. System Security

In relation to the security of the customers’ accounts the Other security requirements
contained within the Online Gambling (Registration and Accounts) Regulations 2007

establish several broad conditions. These are:

* Accounts must be secured against invalid access or updates: the Commission

approves in writing the appropnate methods:

* Deposits, withdrawals and other transactions must be recorded in a system audit

log:
* A secure online list of all accounts, both current and closed, must be maintained:

* Measures must be taken to profect an inactive account with credit against illicit

access or removal: and

* All account transactions must be backed up so that they can be recovered in the

case of a system failure.

10. Technical Standards

Online Gambling (Systems Venfication) (No.2) Regulations 2007

a. Gaming Platforms

1. The System must:

a. follow the rules for Onliné Gambling published to the Participant
or potential Participant prior to its placing any sums with the

Operator for participation in Onliné Gambling, and,

b provide over specified penods no more than the house

advantage (if any) agreed by the Commissioners with the

Operator,and
c. integrate contingencies for loss of continuity of play, and

if utilized in any peer fo peer game. ensure that over the

specified periods that no one Player has any advantage over any
other Player playing the same game.

2. Both the Onliné Gambling and financial tansactions software must be

congruentand secure.

3. Any software utilized must be capable of providing for congruent and

secure betting and financial transactions.

4 The Operator shall ensure that the integrity of the Betting tansactions

can be assured and that Participant transactions are not lost though
system failures or unauthorized modification or access by a third party.

b. Random Number Generators

1. The System must satisfy the criteria for randomness for any Gaming or

Lottery (Save where different rules apply and have been approved by the

Commissioners and published to the Participant or potential Participant
pnor to its parficipation), following Schneier (ie: the data must be

randomly generated, unpredictable and must not be able to be reliably
reproduced).

2. The Operator must disclose the methodology of any random seeding and

any seeding must be proven to result in an unpredictable output.
3. The outcome of any Game or Lottery, as the case may be, and the return

to the Participant, must be independent of the CPU, memory, disk or

other components used in the computer or other device used by the

Participant.
4 The Game or Lottery outcome, as the case may be, must not be affected

by the effective bandwidth, link ufilization, bit emor rate or other

characteristic of ihe communications channel between the System and

the computer or other device used by the Participant
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c. Games

Integration between games andplafforms

11. Change Management

The System by means of which Gaming or a Lottery is conducted may not, without the

prior approval of the Commissioners, be altered in any way which is likely to affect its

compliance with the requirements.
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3.5 Schleswig Holstein

1. High-Level Analysis

The recent formulation of a regulatory regime for vanous forms of remote gambling
services in Schleswig Holstein represents a break from the established approach to

remote gambling and equally a breakaway from rest of Germany. As of yet the regulatory

regime is not operational and thus there is no experience of how it works in practice.
However in many respects it reflects the approach taken by Denmark immediately to the

noth. It is therefore charactensed by an open market for a range of remote gambling
services whilst avoiding overly burdensome and potentially counter-productive regulatory
requirements.

Legislative Overview

Over recent years there has been considerable controversy in Germany surrounding the

federal Interstate Treaty through which all 16 German lander agreed a framework to

regulate the provision of lotteries and betting. In essence these sectors were subject to

monopoly based supply, this being one aspect of ‘federal solidanty between the lander.

2010 saw the Court of Justice of the European Union deliver two judgments which

severely questioned the compatibility of the regulation of gambling under the then

applicable Interstate Treaty.

Ona single day in September 2010 the CJEU delivered its judgments in Case C-316/07

Markus Sto and Case C-45/08 Carmen Media where it held that a national court may
find that a monopoly is not suitable for securing the attainment of the objective for which it

was established, that being to prevent incitement to squander money on gambling and

combat addiction through reducing opportunities for gambling in a consistent and

systematic manner, where:

* Advertising from monopoly holders is not limited to what is necessary to channel

consumers towards the monopolist's offer in order to direct them away from

unauthorized offers, but rather encourages the propensity of consumers to

gamble and stimulates their active participation with a view fo revenue

maximization; and

* Other forms of gambling, which are pemitted subject to authorisation but not a

monopoly, present a higher potential risk of addiction than those forms subject to

a monopoly whilst the relevant authorities permit or tolerate the expansion of

supply, particularly with a view to generating revenue therefrom.

Following this ruling the German Federal Administrative Court overtumed an earlier

decision in which it had held that the Interstate Treaty was compatible with EU law and

decided that the Interstate Treaty could in fact onlybe compatiblewith EU law if gambling
addiction were reduced in a consistent manner.

This placed pressure on negotiations between the lander in 2011 to draw up a new

Interstate Treaty. Schleswig Holstein broke away from the pack, being the only land not to

sign the current Interstate Treaty. An integral part of Schleswig Holstein's move is to

create a regulatory regime for remote gambling in Germany for the first time.

Legislation adopted in September 2011 by the parliament of Schleswig Holstein came

into force on 1st January 2012, althoughthe licensing process will only commence on ‘1st

March 2012.

This regime is under considerable political pressure from certain political factions within

schleswig Holstein as well as fom other lander. The lottery and betting monopolies of the

lander pool together their economies of scale in the nationwide Deutscher-Lotto und

Totoblock, but in light of the legislative developments described below there are calls for

the lottery of Schleswig Holstein to leave this organisation.

The principal piece of legislation is Entwurf Gluckspieigesetz, 'Act for the Reorganisation
of Gambling’, hereinafter referred to as the Gambling Act 2011. However, there are

several other pieces relevantto Schleswig Holstein, plus a ‘wrecking act’ introduced by an

opposition party in the regional parliament.
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lt must be noted that information relating to the technical standards in Schleswig Holstein

are currently only available in draft format.

a. Regulatory Objectives

The objectives of he Gambling Act 2071 are:

* To direct the natural desire to gamble to regulated supply so as fo curb

illegal offerings and ensure that consumption is at reasonable levels:

* To ensure that gambling activites are camied out in a proper, fair.

responsible and tansparent manner,

* To protect players against fraudulent practices, to avoid any crime in

connection with gambling:
To prevent the integrity of sporting events from being undermined:

* Toefiectively protect players and minors;
* Toavoid the danger of addiction to gambling, whilst having effective anti-

addiction policies and safeguards against exploitation by gambling: and

* To ensure that a significant proportion of the proceeds of gambling is

used to fund public, non-profit or charitable purposes and to promote the

sustainable financing of sport.

b. Definition of Remote Gambling

section 3 of the Gambling Act 2011 provides for numerous definitions, the most

relevant in the present context being:

Gambling -

games, lotteries and betting, for which purchasing the

chance of winning requires a stake and determination of the winning
outcome is largely dependent on chance. Also including casino games
where the chance of winning is dependent upon chance and the skill of

the player.
Online gambling - gambling without the physical presence of the player
on the Internet or other remote means of communication

c. Sectos

Four forms of gambling are regulated under the Gambling Act 2011, namely:

Lotteries:

Land-based casinos:

» Online casinos; and

Betting (excluding horserace betting).

Apart from the lottery sector which will remain under a staté monopoly, the online

sector will be made up of betting and online casinos games. Private operators will

be able to offer betting on the outcome of sports competitions and on events

during sporting competitions (socalled "in play betting"). Such operators will also

be able to offer casino games which do not involve a banker, therefore games
such as blackjack, roulette and baccarat can only be provided online by operators
of land-based casinos. Land-based casinos in Schleswig Holstein are regulated
under the lander's Casino Act which restncts the award of such land-based

licenses to companies in which Schleswig Holstein is the majority shareholder or

public companies with their seat in Schleswig H olstein.

However, legislation has been notified to the European Commission in November

2017 which will permit private companies to obtain one of the lander's land-based

casino licenses. Licenses will be limited to five and will permit operators to stream

in réal-time live dealing from within the casino to the intemet.

Therefore, as and when such changes are complete there will be two types of

online casino operations:

Online casino games without a banker, offered only online.

* Onliné casino games with a banker, offered in a land-based casino and

relayed on the internet.
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d. Types of Licenses

For all forms of remote gambling the Gambling Act 2011 establishes two types of

license:

* Organising license - otherwise referred to as the ‘event permit. These

licenses are awarded for the organization of public gambling_
* Distribution license - otherwise referred to as the ‘sales permit. This

license permits parties to sell or broker gambling services on behalf of

operators to consumers.

In tems of betting the number of licenses will be unlimited, thus there is no

ceiling on the number of operators licensed by Schleswig Holstein.

e. License Duration

Licenses for the organization of online betting and online casino games will be

initially valid for two years, with future licenses being valid for four years.

f Tax Rates

License holders will be obliged to pay both fees and taxes to Schleswig Holstein.

Fees

The Gambling Act 2011 establishes that a Gaming Board for Schleswig Holstein

will be established, and that it will be competent to charge the following:

* Processing fee - for applications for the organising licenses and

distribution licenses; and a

* Regulatory fee - an annual fee to cover the Gaming Board's operational
costs.

These fees are yet to be established.

Taxes

Those parties providing gambling services within Schleswig Holstein will be liable

to pay tax on the services offered under the Gambling Act 2011. The general rate

of taxation will be 20% of GGR (gross gaming revenues), whilst a different tax

base will be used for online casino games without a banker. Here, the rate of

20% will be applied to the operator's tumover.

Significantly, through its legislation Schleswig Holstein will seek to tax gambling
services provided to customers of its licensees, including where those customers

reside in other German lander.” Although the Schleswig Holstein licenses will not

offer an explicit basis for remote gambling to be offered across the entirety of

Germany, and subject to the lack of effective blocking measures in the other

lander to restrict these licenses fo the terntory of Schleswig Holstein, operators
will still be taxed upon such transactions.

3. Licensing Requirements

a. Suitabilityof Applicants

Requirements

Applicants for a license to organise online casino games (non-banked) or offer

online beting must be approved by the Gaming Board. Issuance (and
subsequent prolongation) occurs upon the authonty being satisfied that the

applicant is reliable, solvent and possess the required expertise at the time of

application.

3

A revised Section 35(2) reads:

“Games of chance shall be deemed to be sold within the territory of application of this Act if they are

intentionally made accessible, beyond the territory of application of this Act, by a holder of a license under this

Act, to persons who have their place of residence or usual place of abode in the terntory of the Federal

Republic of Germany. If a game of chance which is subject to a licensing obligation ts intentionally being made

accessible without the required license, this shall also constitute a “sale” within the meaning of this provision.”
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According to the Gambling Act 2011 license applicants must be a citizen of an EU

Member State or be a legal person with a registered office, or central

administration or place of business within the EU or European Economic Area

(EEA).;

Further conditions are contained within the GGVO according to which a license

application will be successful where the Gaming Board is satisfied as to the

‘enhanced reliability and solvency of the applicant as well as the transparency
and security of the gambling operation. These three elements are viewed in light
of the following:

* Enhanced reliability:

o Disclosure of identity and addresses of all partners, shareholders

and other capital investors in private law entities and also those

with a controlling shareholding or are in a trustee relationship:

o Disclosure of the lawful origin of the funds used for the operation.

* Solvency.

o Show sufficient funds for long term operations, a suitable

organizational structure and guarantee sound business conduct

o Indicatethe profitability of the proposed gambling activity; and

o Have settled security payments.

* Transparency and secunty of gambling:

o How transparency of the gambling operation is assured including

quaranteeing that supervision of the sales network is always
possible without interference:

o Should the onganizer or distibutor not be headquartered within

schleswig Holstein then details of their representatives based in

schleswig Holstein,

oe Organizers and distributors must have their own accounting
Systems,

o An operational process must be set-up to record all gambling
contracts, games and payment transactions in such a way that

they can be supervised and controlled by the authority, and

o Assure that omanizational obligatons are in accordance with

recognised national and international standards.

Approval will not be granted upon the making of mere declarations that such

requirements are satisfied, but must be backed-up by various means, such as a

police report. In this context Schleswig Holstein will accept documentary evidence

from both Gennan institutions and those of jurisdiction where the applicant is

headquartered.

In light of this information the Schleswig Holstein authonties set objectives which

are fo be reached by successful license applicants whilst avoiding the

prescription of specific infrastructural requirements as is the case in other

jurisdictions, particulary France. We consider this to be beneficial, and not only in

termsof ensuring compliancewith EU law, but also allowing operators flexibility in

designing their systems in light of infrastructure easewhere. Similar to the Danish

situation this regulatory approach is more interested in access to data rather then

establishing onerous conditions relating to the location of that data.

should an applicant have been convicted of a crime, including the unauthonzed

organization of gambling activities and participating in unauthorized gambling
activities then they will fail the reliability test. The same will happen to those who

are or have in the last three years, been subject to insolvency proceedings or are

or have been subject to "gross negligence in reducing taxes or for tax evasion". It
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is irrelevant whether such convictions or proceedings have taken place outside of

Gemany.

In essence these conditions will give effect to the provisions of the Gambling Act

2017 which establish that license applications are to be refused where:

* Public safety or public order will be endangered by the proposed
activites, or relations with the Federal Republic of Germany, or other

States, will be negatively affected:
* There is a danger that through collaboration with third parties, the overall

transparency of operations and ability to monitor will be hampered: or

* [ft cannot be guaranteed that the gambling offered would satisfy the

overall regulatory objectives and that both the consumers and Gaming
Board would be able to understand the activities offered.

An earier draft of the bill for the Gambling Act 20771 noted that where online

casino game operators hold a license elsewhere in the EU or EEA it would be

presumed that as applicants for a Schleswig Holstein license they hold the

requisite degree of reliability, capability and expertise and that the grounds for

refusing to grant a license do not apply. Although this did not remove the need to

have a Schleswig Holstein license for EU/EEA licensed operators this provision
was removed from the bill prior to the adoption of the Gambling Act 20171.

Broadly similar requirements exist for the distribution licenses for online casino

games and online betting. The same conditions apply to applicants for this

license type as do fo organisers (enhanced reliability, solvency, and transparency
and security of gambling)as does the afore described application procedure.

Noteworthy conditions spec ific to distribution (brokerage) licenses include:

*  Regardess of sales channels, at least two thirds of amounts collected

from players must be passed on to the gambling organizer (holder of the

license for organizing gambling):

* The broker must clearly communicate to players the amount passed on

fo the gambling organizer. This must be done before the contract is

concluded, in writing and name the organizer,

* Players have the night to examine receipts brokered on their behalf,

* Each gambling order can only relate to a single operator,

* Distribution licensee cannot broker on behalf of minors:

* Players must be identified before a contract is concluded when brokering
casino games and sports-betting services. Central database of excluded

players must be cross-referenced and those listed cannot be served;

* Tickets and receipts must provide information on the dangers of addiction

for each type of gambling brokered and provide information on

opportunities for help:

* Upon request from a player a broker must provide information about

counseling and the treatment of gambling addiction at a counseling
centre near the player's place of residence:

* All wins must be paid out without delay and only to the players bank

account: and

* Advertising by offering fee (play) games is pennitted however it must be

made clear that participation in such games is not conditional upon

placing an order for the brokerage of gambling services.

The same grounds for refusal apply as referred to above for the operating
licenses. Distribution licenses require that the successful license holder provides
security in the form of a quarantee provided by a bank based within the EU or

EEA. Failure to secure such security will mean that the license is denied. The
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required amount for online casino games and online betting is €im and can be

increased up fo €5m at the discretion of the Gaming Board on the basis of the

operator's expected average tumover over a two week penod.

Procedure

The application procedure for an organizational license is established by the

GGVO_. Applications, including supporting documentation, must be made in

whiting and in the German language (documents from other lander or EEA

member states have "equal status" when accompanied by officially certified

German translations). In particular itis worthy to note that applicants must show

how they will achieve particular objectives and requirements phrased in terms of

"concepts". The following must be shown:

* ‘Security concept’ - measures for ensunng public safety through up

holding |T and data secunty:

* ‘Payment processing conc ept' - for securing payment processing:

+ ‘Money laundering concept- for combating and avoiding laundering:

* ‘Combating fraud concept’ - for combating manipulation and fraud:

* ‘Social concept’ - measures to exclude minor and excluded players; and

* ‘Profitability concept’ - illustrate the profitability of the proposed operation
in light of tax obligations; various evidence must be included, eg. a

business plan and evidence ofthe entity's creditworthiness.

Additionally an operator must:

* Agree to cover the costs incurred by the authority when verifying the

above concepts; and

* Agree not to organize unauthorized gambling in Schleswig Holstein

directly or through an affliated company.

Furthermore, license applicants will be obliged fo submit the terms and conditions

which they intend to use in their customer relationships.

4. Regulatory Oversight

a. Competence of the Regulator

Under the Gambling Act 2071 a Gambling Board will be established under the

supervision of the Ministry of Interior of Schleswig Holstein. The competences of

the Board are described in the Act as including:

Granting, withdrawing and revoking gambling licenses;

Monitor compliance with the Act, and in particular,
* Ban the hosting and sale of illegal games of chance as well as any

associated advertising,
* Request information or evidence from holders of events or sales permits

that are subject to its supervision in order to fulfil its duties; and

* Make decisions on any objectionstoextemal exclusions.

Following the prior notification of illegal gaming offerings, ban credit and financial

services institutions from being involved in payments for illegal gaming.

* There will also be an Advisory Board offering advice to the main

Gambling Board in the execution of the latter's duties. The scope of the

Advisory Board's competences to provide advice will be:

o Legal and technical aspects ofgaming systems;
o Drug prevention, crime prevention, youth and consumer

protection: and
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o Providing recommendations for the general development of

Supervisory practice.

5. Responsible Gaming & Player Protection

The Gambling Act 2071 establishes a general duty on operators to ensure that players
play responsibly and that minors are prohibited from gambling. Detailed conditions

however are found within the draft GGVO regarding the procedure for opening player
accounts and responsible gambling measures.

a. Opening a Player Account

Prior to commencing play operators will be required to ensure that players open
an account. Before an account can be created the potential player must be

registered. Accounts can only be opened for 'registered players' and the GGVO

establishes conditions for player registration, thus the GGVO:

ti

oh

Requires that the player provides his or her first name, surname, name at

birth, date of birth and residence:

Prohibits the registration of minors:

Stipulates that the operator verifies the accuracy of information provided
and obtains evidence to this end:

During registration for casino gambling and sports-betting the operator
must check that the potential player is not listed on the central database.

No account can be opened for those listed in the database. This check

must be made for every subsequent log-in; and

Personal data must be archived for 5 years and then deleted.

Having registered a player an account can be opened. Principal points of interest

in the account opening procedure are:

Ei

ti

A player can only have one account per operator,

Players must be able to directly access infomation regarding their

account, including balance, history (bets placed, wins and losses),
deposits and withdrawals;

Every time that a player is identified and authorized upon login they must

be presented with their gambling history for the past 30 days. Players can

only proceed to play upon having confimed that they have taken note of

this information;

Following a request by a player an operator must be able to provide
statements containing all transactions for the previous 12 months:

Until the identity of a player has been verified player's can only have

access toa provisional account:

Should incomplete or false information be provided by a player then the

provisional account must be closed by the operator

Funds cannot be transferred from a provisional account to the player's
bank account, and

A provisional account cannot be opened for individuals listed in the

central database of excluded players.

The requirement that a player is confronted upon login with their gambling history
for the previous 30 days is particularly innovative in comparison with other

junsdictions covered in this Report. lt entails that data is not only collected and

has to await consultation by the player, but that the data is actively used to inform

the player. As such we are of the opinion that this compliments the requirement
that operators must provide consumers with the opportunity to set deposit limits.
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b. Separation of player accounts

The draft GGVO specifies that funds which players have in their player's account

will have to be held in a 'seftlement-free’ bank account separate from the

operators own funds whilst being at the disposal of the players. It is explicitly
Stated that player funds can only be paid out to players and are not to be used to

settle any claims against the operator. This extends even to cases of insolvency.

Funds in the setilementiree bank account must always correspond to the total of

the funds across the player accounts.

c. Setting Loss/Play Limits

Conditions are set forth in the GGVO requiring operators to give players the

opportunity to set daily, weekly and monthly deposit limits. However no

mandatory upper limits are provided for.

When a player applies for a deposit limit to be set it must enter into force

immediately, as must an application to reduce a deposit limit from an earlier level.

In contrast, when a player applies for the limit to be increased there is a cooling-
off period of 48 hours before it takes effect. Applications for increasing the deposit
limit can not be made within one month of an application to reduce the deposit
limit.

Furthermore, operators must enable players to determine that wins above a

certain amount (to be determined by the player) are automatically fansferred to

the player's bank account.

This latter element enhances the degree of consumer protection in our view

whilst enabling the consumer to take responsibility for their online behavior. |n

effect it enables consumers to cash-out automatically once a threshold is

reached. However should a consumer set the limit too low then further play could

be hampered by their deposit limits and given the cooling-off periods applicable to

increasing deposit limits encourage play with other non-Schleswig Holstein

operators should consumers feel that they have to wait too long. Since the limits,

or thresholds, are not set out in the regulations, then ultimate responsibility rest

with the individual.

d. Exclusion and Self-exclusion

Pursuant to the GGVO operators must provide players with the opportunity to

seltexclude from services offered. Three levels of exclusion must be available,

notably wo degrees of temporary exclusion being 'a short-term gambling break’

and 'a temporary bar with permanent exclusion being termed as ‘an imevocable

bar’

Players must be able to exclude themselves from any game function and a

request for exclusion must be executed immediately. Both the short-term

gambling break and temporary exclusion lead to the deactivation of the relevant

player account for a period of at least 24 hours or at least one month,

respectively. The imevocable bar requires the account to be closed and the player
cannot re-register until at leasta year has lapsed. During the exclusion period no

advertising maternal can be sent fo the excluded player.

During the exclusion process an operator must give the player the opportunity to

be registered in the central exclusion database (detailed below).

Upon exclusion the operator must send a player infomation about opportunities
for counseling and gambling addiction treatment near to the player's place of

residence.

On a quarterly basis operators must report fo the regulator the number of players
to be barred or excluded in the previous quarter.
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Under the Gambling Act 2011 land-Dased casinos are required to establish and

maintain a centralized database of excluded players, a requirement which

extendsto operators of onliné casino games.

Persons on this database will either have self-excluded or be included based

upon the perception of operators’ staff or the existence of other evidence which

shows they have a) a gambling problem or b) are insolvent or otherwise failing to

meet their financial obligations.

The Gambling Act 2011 establishes which data the land-based casino, and

thereby the online casino game operator, must hold on file in relation to the

excluded player. This information being:

Sumame, first name, maiden name:

Aliases, any false names used:

Date of birth:

Place of birth;

Address:

Photograph:
Reason for exclusion;

Duration of exclusion; and

Notifying casino*

+

##

 #

#

ob

Of

OH

OF

such stored data must be transmitted to the authorities (presumably the Gaming
Board) so that the exclusion system can be supervised. Data must be kept for six

years affer the expiry of an individual's exclusion. It is not clear whether such

online betting operators must maintain such a database.

e. Bonuses

Pursuant to the GGVO operators will be permitted to offer bonuses or other

benefits in the form of loyalty payments. A bonus offer must mun for at least two

months. Bonus offers must be made available to all players in the same manner

and must not invite players in a targeted manner to increase their activities or

regain their losses. Payment of the bonus must be immediate upon the conditions

have been satisfied.

f. Information Requirements

Onliné operators are obliged to inform their customers, in a manner which is

easily accessible to them (and the public authorities) of

All costs resulting from participation:
Amount of all winnings:
When and where any winnings are published:
Percentage of payouts for winnings from stakes:

Information on the win/loss probabilities and the average payout rates for

the different forms of games of chance offered:

Cutoff time for participation;
The process by which the winner is determined,

How winnings are split between multiple winners;

Any limitation period within which winners may claim their prizes:
Name of the license holder and their contact details (address, email and

telephone number),
* Trade register number (if available):

Customer complaints procedure; and

Date on which the license was issued by the Gaming Board.

a

a

*

+

#

F

+

The Gaming Board may make provisions for exceptions to these obligations if the

nature of the game or other circumstances make it unreasonably difficult to meet

the vanous requirements.

Furthermore, operators are obliged to educate players about profit and loss and

any risk of addiction arising out of the forms of gambling which they provide.
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These infomational requirements will ensure greater fansparency regarding the

nature of games on offer, enabling consumers to understand their chances of

winning particulary if operators are required to educate players and not merely
provide statistical information. In our view the educational requirement is

somewhat surprising given that some parties may question the objectiveness of

the educative infomation. Furthermore a question mark could be placed against
whether operators can provide useful information regarding the risk of addiction

of games they provide Addiction arises out of a combination of many factors,

many specific to the player and beyond the realm of information that the operator
will have access to. Any information is therefore likely to be very general at best

and therefore whether it makes any real contnbution to player protection is

doubtful.

g. Customer Service Requirements

No specific provisions, other than the customer complaints procedure noted

above, have been madein this regard.

h. Localization

Remote gambling services must be offered in German although other languages
will be pemitted. Services must be offered via a de domain name.

i ‘Social Concept

The Schleswig Holstein legislature has developed the notion of a ‘social concept
which is binding upon all operators. To prevent the development of pathological
gambling behavior operators must develop adequate ‘social concepts’ in relation

to the respective forms of gambling offered, and in particular they must:

* Nominate representatives who develop social activities with the purpose
of promoting responsible gam bling.

* Train their staff in the early detection of problematic gambling behavior,
* Provide players with the opportunity to assess their own risk (of problem

gambling}.

Setup a telephone counseling service for players: and

* Report every two years to the Gaming Board on the success of player
protection measures.

The requirement that a “social concept’ is developed by operators will support the

ability of consumers to set their own deposit limits. Responsibility remains with

the consumer whilst an effectively executed ‘social concept’ will help consumers

to avoid truly excessive behavior. In our view the regulatory regime is responsive
to the capacities of individual consumers without straightjacketing them with a

one size fits all approach which would be the case if mandatory deposit limits

were established.

j. Closure and Blocking of Player Accounts

The draft GGVO contains a number of provision relating to the closure of a

player's account, these are:

* Any remaining credit must be credited to the player's bank account within

o days and no fees can be charged for closure and payout,
* Upon closure of a provisional account only the remaining funds can be

retumed to the player's bank account: and

* An account can be blocked upon suspicion that a player won illegally or

violated other laws. During the period that the account is blocked the

player cannot close the account (and is thus unableto cash out).
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6. Payment Methods

Deposits to and withdrawals from the player's account held with the operator can only be

transacted via a bank account according tothe draft GGVO_ The player must be the bank

account holder Once a deposit has been received by the operator, the amount must be

credited immediately to the player's account.

Cash is prohibited as a means of making deposits or withdrawals, and there is a

prohibition on credit. Finally, operators are prohibited from allowing players to transfer

money, game points or similar between their accounts.

A prohibition on the transfer of monies and points (which arguably are of monies’ worth)
is another means to ensure that remote gambling operators are not a vehicle for money

laundering. Furthermore it prevents account holders from trading their money and points
amongst each other thereby reinforcing the effectiveness of deposit limits.

7. Player Privacy

Any information obtained by operators in respect fo player registration or account

establishment must not breach the operators Privacy Policy. In addition, the following
rules shall be met:

* Any information about the current state of player accounts must be kept
confidential by the operator, except where the release of that information is

required by law;

* All player information must be securely erased (ie. not just deleted) from hard

disks, Magnetic tapes, solid state memory and other devices before the device is

decommissioned. lf erasure is not possible, the storage device must be

destroyed.

8. Money Laundering

The following principles must apply to the maintenance of player funds for the purpose of

anti-money laundering and transparency of money transfers:

1. Player accounts must be secured against invalid access or update other than by
approved methods:

2. All deposit, withdrawal, transfer or adjustment transactions are to be maintained

in an audit log:
3. A deposit into a players account made via a credit card transaction or other

methods which can produce a sufficient audit trail must not be available for

betting until such time as the funds are received from the issuer or the issuer

provides an authorization number to the operator indicating that the funds are

authonzed:

4 Positive player identification, including any Personal Identification Number (PIN)
entry or other approved secure methods, must be completed before the

withdrawal of any monies can be made;

5. Inactive accounts holding monies must be protected against illicit access or

removal;
6. All transactions involving monies are to be treated as vital information to be

recovered in the event of a failure

f. Payments from an account are to be paid (including funds transfer) directly to an

account with a financial institution in the name of the player or made payable to

the player and forwarded to the player's address. The name and address are to

be the name as held in player registration details:

6. Account statements must be sent to the registered address of the player either on

request and to the player's e-mail address on a monthly basis. Statements must

include sufficient information to allow the player to reconcile the statement

against their own recordsto the session level:

9. Any adjustments to player accounts must be subject to strict security control and

audit trail; and
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10. It shall not be possible to transfer credits which represent a monetary value

between two user accounts.

9. System Security

a. Information Secunty Polic

An information security policy document shall be approved by management and

published and communicated to all employees and relevant extemal parties.

Human Resources Security

All employees of the organization and, where relevant, contractors and third party
users shall receive appropriate awareness training and regular updates in

organizational policies and procedures, as relevant for their job function.

The access rights of all employees, contractors and third party users to

information and information processing facilities shall be removed upon
termination of their employment, contract or agreement, or adjusted upon

change.

To ensure critical data can only be accessed by authorized personnel, systems
and processes must be in place to limit access based on need to know and

according to job responsibilities.

Technical Secunty Controls

The Gaming System must implement the self-monitoring of critical components
(e.g. central hosts, network devices, firewalls, links to third parties, etc.)

A critical component which fails selfmonitoring tests must be taken out of service

immediately The component must not be returned to service until there is

reasonable evidence that the fault has been rectified.

A policy on the use of cryptographic controls for protection of information shall be

developed and implemented.

10. Technical Standards

a. Gaming Platforms

As of yet there are no specific conditions in the current draft versions of the

technical standards available from Schleswig Holstein.

Random Number Generators.

The Random Number Generator (RNG) and its methodology must be based on a

pseudo random number generating algonthm or be hardware based, and be

cryptographically strong at the time of submission. Where more than one instance

of an RNG is used in a Gaming System, each instance must be separately
evaluated and certified. Where each instance is identical, but involves a different

implementation within game(s)/ application(s), each implementation must also be

separately evaluated and certified.

Games

The following requirements outline the objectives for game fairness

| A game shall not be designed to give the player a false expectation of

better odds by misrepresenting any occurrence or event:

I]. Each time a game element (base, primary, feature, bonus or free) is

played, the player shall have a chance of obtaining any of the results

displayed on the appropriate pay table of that game:

III. Determination of events of chance must not be influenced, affected or

controlled by anything other than numerical values denved in an

approved manner from the approved Random Number Generator (RNG)
in conjunction with the rules of the game:
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IV.

VI.

Except as provided by the rules of the game and for metamorphic games,
events of chance within games must be independent of (-é. uncorrelated

with) any other events within the game or any events within previous
games.

Where a game is represented or implied to include a simulation of a real-

life physical device (e.g. the spinning of reels, the spinning of wheels, the

rolling of dice, the tossing of coins, etc.), the behavior of the simulation

must follow the expected behavior of the real-life physic al device.

i) For games that intend real-life physical simulation, the visual

representation of the simulation must correspond fo the features

of the real-life physical device;

i) The probability of any event occuring in the simulation that

affects the outcome of the game must be equivalent to the real-

life physical device;

ii) Where the game simulates multiple realtifé physical devices that

would normally be expected fo be independent of one another,

each simulation must be independent of the other simulations:

and

iv) =>.Where the game simulates reaHife physical devices that have no

memory of previous events, the behavior of the simulations must

be independent of (6: not correlated with) their previous
behavior so aS fo be nonadaptive and normpredictable in

practice.
Game faimess objectives for games such as hose/car/animal racing,

golfffootball, virtual reality, etc. shall be assessed on a case by case

basis applying the general game fairness objectives specified above.

11. Change Management

a. Change Control Procedures

Program change control procedures must be adequate to ensure that only
properly approved and tested versions of programs are implemented on the

production Gaming System. Production change controls must include:

1.

zB:

4.

A.

An appropriate software version control or mechanism for all software

components

Details of the reason for the change

Details of the person making the change; and

Complete backups of previous versions of software.

Updates and Patches Procedures

A written policy for the implementation of all software patches and updates must

bein place.

All updates and patches should be tested whenever possible on a Gaming
system configured identicallyto the target Gaming System. Under circumstances

where patch testing cannot be thoroughly conducted in time to meet the timelines

for the severity level of the alert, then patch testing should be risk managed,
either by isolating or removing the untested Gaming System from the network or

applying the patch and testing after the fact.
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3.6 Excluded Jurisdictions - Italy

The previous Italian regulatory regime for gambling came under pressure in tenns of its

compatibility with EU law following several rulings of the Court of Justice of the European
Union, notably in Case C-243/01 Gambell and particulary in Case C-336/04 Placanica. In

2006 a new licensing regime was introduced for sports-betting and between 2007 and 2009

legislative reform has permitted the emergence of onliné games of skill, e.g toumament

poker, but also cash poker, video lottery terminals, bingo and casino games. Expansion
continues with notification of legislation permitting virtual betting arising at the start of 2012
which has been followed by an announcement that exchange betting will be regulated too.

=

Although there are many online market sectors within the Italian gambling market, which is

under the supervision of the Amministrazione Autonoma Dei Monopoli Di Stato (hereinafter
“AAMS*), from a technical perspective the regulatory regime is extremely complex and

often consideredas very burdensome

Itis our concem that if the approach described below were to be replicated in the Netherlands

then the Dutch govemment would most certainly nun the risk of pricing itself out of the market.

Given the inherently smaller size of the Dutch market compared to that of Italy ihen many

operators would perceive operations in the Netherlands as lacking economic viability in light
of considerable regulatory compliance costs. Consequently the attainment of the objectives
behind the reform of the regulatory regime in the Netherlands would be threatened as very
few operators would apply for a license. Therefore attention in this Report has been directed

towards regulatory models established in other jurisdictions.

Whilst focusing on player protection and anti4noney laundering, the Italian technical

standards specify extensive rules on the way the different compartments of the gambling
sysiem communicate with one another as well as specifying very limited timeout penods and

very demanding communication protocols. These requirements constitute a market entry
barrier because the necessary implementation solutions are very demanding from a

hardware and software perspective and consequently more expensive to implement.

Another potential barrier to market entry could be the very detailed logs of information that

are required to be kept for each player and for each action made in regard to what is known

as “critical files”. The cnitical files concept was introduced in an effort to reduce testing times

however in many cases this has had the opposite effect. Critical filles have not been well

defined, and thus do not include very important aspects such as the Random Number

Generator.

Moreover the system architecture has been specified in such a way that does not always
correspond to the solutions implemented by different manufacturers. This has lead to many

complaints to be brought up AAMS, arguing that the definition and specifics introduced are at

times “photographing” specific solutions by certain manufacturers, resulting in unfair

competition.

Many law proceedings have been filed and there are many discussions on how the standards

can be changed fo address the problems. It remains though as a very notable thing to

mention that Italy with its cumbersome law has been one of the first thoroughly regulated
junsdictions in the iGaming era.

_
See Directorial decree establishing rules relating to "Betting on simulated events to be provided on physical

networks by licensees already authonsed to take sporting and horseracing bets or remotely by licensees

authorised pursuant to Article 24.13 of Law 88/2009" available wa TRIS.

Gambling Compliance, Betting Exchanges To Be Regulated In Italy’, 17 January 2012.
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3.f Excluded Jurisdictions - United Kingdom

With the introduction of the Gambling Act 2005 a widespread and thorough reform of the

regulation of all forms of gambling, apart from the National Lottery, swept across Great

Britain. Seeking to requiate commercial gambling as a leisure activity in which adults are

given the room to benefit from competition within the market, requiatory refonn introduced a

comprehensive and specific regime for the regulation of remote gambling, ie that provided
via means of distance communication (hereinafter referred to as “online gambling" in keeping
with the terminology used elsewhere in this Report).

Prior to 2005 Act, and the introduction of the Gambling Commission, there was no specific
regime for the regulation of onliné gambling although this means of gambling enjoyed
widespread popularity. In seeking to regulate the onliné gambling industry, and attract

operators onto British shores the then government sought to establish an attractive regulatory

environment which would be seen as a guarantee of quality and establish Britain as a world

leader” With a British license in hand operators would then be able fo serve other

jurisdictions. Indeed, when the legislation was drafted it seemed that the idea that mutual

recognition would reign supreme through the European Union. Therefore, relying up on the

freedom to provide services as enshrined in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, British license holders would be ableto reach every comer of the Union. Ultimately the

gambling related casejaw of the Court of Justice of the European Union evolved somewhat

differently, and hence the development ofa plethora of national licensing regimes.

Yet the open nature of the virtual online border flowed in both directions. The legislative

regime was specifically designed to allow operators established and licensed anywhere within

the EU or EEA to supply services and advertise their services to UK residents. Similarlythe
Act permitted the 'whiteJisting' of non-EU jurisdictions; where the objectives of regulatory
regimes which were deemed to be similar to the British regime and the capacity for

enforcement thereof was deemed also comparable, then, for all intents and purposes,

operators licensed in such a jurisdiction would be treated as if they were located within the

EU. Operators outside the EU and not licensed within a white-listed jurisdiction would only be
able to supply and not advertise their services to (potential) British consumers.

In 2010 the govemment came to realise that British consumer were being served by a

plethora of operators regulated in a variety of jurisdictions, the r ulators of which paid
relatively little effort to securing the interests of the British consumer” The Department for

Culture, Media and Sport ((DCMS') noted the wide disparity in the levels of protection

actually received and concerns arose that the core objectives of the Gambling Act were

not being achieved. Also, through losing out in terms of tax competition, with a tax of 15%

on gross profits, many British facing operations remained in lower tax jurisdictions in the fact

of the new regime designed to attract them back fo, or keep them, onshore. Therefore,

following an announcement by the Minister for Tourism and Heritage (under whose portfolio
the DCMS falls) in July 2077 regime is likely to be amended at some point in the future to

regulate onliné gambling at the point of consumption thus requiring the Gambling
Commission to license all operators who supply to British based consumers.~’ Regardless of

whether those operators are based in the United Kingdom, the EU/EEA, a white-listed

junsdiction or elsewhere.

In light of such expenences and the intention of the current govemment to reform the

regulation regime we have decided not to include the United Kingdom within the selection of

jurisdictions covered in this Report.

= OMS, The Future Regulation of Remote Gambling: 4 DCMS Position Paper, April 2003,
™

OCMS, A Consultation on the Regulatory Future of Remote Gambling in Great Gritain, 22 March 2010.

Available at htto://www.culture.gov.uk/images/consultations/remotegambling_consultation.pdf (Accessed 10

January 2012).
7?

DCMS, Whitten Ministerial Statement on Remote Gambling Policy Proposals, 14° July 2011. Available at

http: fWW. cuIture. gov.ule' news! ministers speeches/8293 aspx (Acoessed 10 January 2012).
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A Horizontal Regulatory Issues

ltemenges from our analysis of the online gambling regulations of Belgium, Denmark, France,

the Isle of Man and the German state of Schleswig Holstein that there are several legislative

objects which these junsdictions share in tems of the regulation of onliné gambling. It is

equally true that the method of implementing these objectives varies substantially from one

junsdiction to another.

In this section we extrapolate the principal high level legislative objectives of the junsdictions
reviewed and comment on what we believe are the desirable methods of achieving these

objectives. We have also included a table at page 96 within which we represent our high level

assessment of level of compliance in each of the jurisdictions reviewed between policy
objectives and regulatory implementation.

i. Preventing excessive or pathological gambling and protecting minors;

Each of the jurisdictions reviewed is concemed with preventing pathological gambling
and protecting minors and other vulnerable members of society.

Basing ourselves on the junsdictions reviewed we consider that the key measures

which ought to be taken in reaching this objective are the following:

a. The requirement for registration and opening of a player account and

identification of the holder of that account

France, Denmark, Schleswig Holstein and the |sle of Man all require a

individual to register and open an account with a licensee before that

individual can play. It is not yet clear what method of account opening and

player ID Belgium will be implementing for online operators. We consider

that the main variable between the former jurisdictions is the method of

verification of the individual's identity.

We have already said that we do not consider the customer account opening
process method, including the method used in order to verify customer ID in

France to be efficient. Requiring a physical copy of ID documentation to be

sent by physical mail, as it is in that jurisdiction, is inefficient and does not

add anything to secunty of player ID or to integrity of the identification

process. The Danish system whereby the Danish government will provide
operators access to a specific service for the purpose of allowing them to

verify customer data via a national identification number or in default to obtain

the “necessary documentation” leaves leeway for an individual to be able to

provide the licensee documentary|D via onliné upload or electronic mail. The

advantage of this system is that identification can be camied out in a more

efficient manner.

Whereas it seems to us that the most efficient and secure manner of

identifying an individual would be for a licensee's system to query a central

government system for an ID match, we note that there exist a number of

private real-time ID verification systems including systems which match a

documentary photo with a photo of the user taken in real time during the

registration process. We understand that this type of system, with or without

a realtine photo being taken, used in conjunction with upload of ID

documents on a licensee's site at the point of registration can provide high
accuracy rates. Perhaps one option could be for there to be regulatory

approval of such private ID venfcation systems similar fo the approval
normally required for certifiers of the integrity and output of gaming systems.

b. Measures aimed at preventing pathological gambling

We consider that the following measures are all desirable: that a player can

only have a single account with any given onliné operator: that a player is

asked to set his play/loss limit and is allowed to revise it but that the revision

take place only after a 24 hour “cooling off penod: that a player be entitled to

request that his account be suspended for a given or indeterminate period of

time, that when advertising gambling services operators must include
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reference to a helpline dealing with addiction; that operators must provide a

telephone number for a helpline which provides advice regard excessive

gambling and gambling addiction, the cost of which must be limited to the

price of a local call for users. We consider that the Danish and French

systems are broadly similar in the way they regulate these matters. In so far

as “sel-exciusion”™ is concerned the Danish system goes a step further and

requires that the Gambling Authority keep a central database of self-excluded

players which each licensee must consult on a daily basis as well as when

opening a new account.

ii. Ensunng the integrity, reliability and transparency of gambling operations;

a. Segregation ofplayer funds

We consider that it is desirablefor player funds, ie outstanding balances on

accountin favour of customers, to be kept separate from business funds. The

regulator should be able to verify that this is indeed the case via penodical
reports from its licensees.

Due diligence process on license applicants
There is a lot fo be said in favour of a thorough due diligence process on

applicants for a gambling license; both in terms of financial matters and the

character and integnty of the persons operating the business. It is

fundamental, in our view, that any business which is allowed by the state to

handle customer funds be run by persons who are judged to be reliable on

the basis of a business plan which is realistic. Under the regulatory systems
of France, Denmark, Schleswig Holstein and Belgium an applicant for an

onliné gambling license must be either incorporated and registered in that

jurisdiction or in a member state of the European Economic Area. This is in

keeping with requirements of European law.

lt is fundamental for a regulator of gambling to conduct due diligence on an

operators gaming system itself, In the online world the gaming system is

broadly composed of the hardware on which the gaming software is installed,

the gaming software itself, the databases which hold client and transaction

details and the front end which is the website and all that appears on it. In

addition various payment systems are normally bolted on to a gaming system
which allow a customer to deposit money with and withdraw money from an

operator. In our experience it is very difficult to conduct in depth due diligence
on such a system if it does not contain real data. We therefore believe that a

system similar to the French and Danish systems whereby initial technical

due diligence is conducted on the key parts of an operator's gaming systems
and a full in depth due diligence process is camied out within a year of that

operator obtaining a license should be preferred.

In our expenence the initial, wo pronged, due diligence on the business and

on key aspects of the gaming system should suffice to weed out operators
which may not be up to standard. The full due diligence exercise then serves

fo ensure that licensees are indeed complying with the law and standards

required of them

Oversight ofa licensee's operations

Due to European Union laws a Member State cannot force a company to

establish itself on its territory in order to obtain or to hold a gambling license.

The question therefore arises about how that company's operations can be

monitored. Various systems exist which would allow secure monitoring
remotely. This can be securely done whether operator servers are based

within the licensing junsdiction orwhether they are overseas, potentiallyin an

another Member State of the European Union. However, there seems to be

a preference by a number of junsdictions, including France, to require

presence of certain servers on their terntory. As we have explained above,

the French system requires an applicant for a license fo have in place a

‘Front End’ which collects and archives transactions from the player towards
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